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MANUAL

Culinary Art
State Contest Information
DATE, TIME and LOCATION

Date: Monday April 22nd, 2013
Place: The Culinary Institute at Platt College 3801 S. Sheridan Tulsa, OK 74145
Time: Contestant orientation on site will begin promptly at 8:00AM in the dining room of Platt College
Culinary Department.
Programs can enter 2 secondary and 2 postsecondary students per instructor. This year high school and
adult students will compete at the same time but not against each other!
The culinary arts written test and the PDP knowledge tests will be given online. Please contact your
school's testing proctor for the times and dates. The PDP practice test can be found at this website:
http://www.okcareertech.org/ti/vica/vica_documents/samplepdptest.doc. The PDP
test will be used as a tie breaker.

SCHEDULE

8:00am Introduction/Orientation/Questions/Kitchen Tour
9:00am-3:00pm Culinary Competition
3:30pm -4:00pm Judges Feedback Session/Questions (Dining Room)

TRANSPORTATION
Schools/Programs are responsible for their own transportation to and from the competition site.

CONTESTANT RESUME
All contestants will be required to submit a one page, typed resume. If any contestant does not submit a
resume to the contest chair, penalty points will be assessed.

LUNCH
Lunch will be discussed during orientation.

CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS
The Uniform: Clothing guidelines include chef coat, industry pants (black or houndstooth checkered),
non-skid shoes preferably black, and appropriate chef’s hat. Contestants will be penalized for not
adhering to national clothing requirements. Contestants should NOT wear clothing with school
identification visible to the judges. If such clothing is to be worn, all identifying labels/tags will be
covered with provided contestant tags
Grooming:
· No Jewelry of any kind of allowed! (exception of a wedding band if married and a wrist watch)
· No nail polish/fake nails finger-nails short and clean please!
· No perfume or cologne!
· Facial must be neat and tidy!

AWARDS CEREMONY
Contest winners will be recognized during the Awards Assembly at the Tulsa Convention Center Arena
on Tuesday, April 23rd, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Official SkillsUSA ATTIRE IS REQUIRED!
According to the SkillsUSA Championships Technical Standards- clothing requirements for the Quiz
Bowl contest is: "For men: SkillsUSA official attire: Official red blazer or jacket, black dress slacks,
white dress shirt, plain black tie with no pattern or SkillsUSA tie from Midwest Trophy, black socks and
black shoes. For women: Official red blazer or jacket, black dress slacks or skirt, with businesslike
white, collarless blouse or white blouse with small, plain collar that may not extend onto the lapels of
the blazer, black sheer or skin-tone hose and black shoes."
Any contest winner who is not in official SkillsUSA attire will not be permitted on stage. The student
will be escorted behind the stage to receive his or her medallion and awards. The awards ceremony is
the "Showplace" of our state conference, and many industry guests and VIP's are invited to present
medallions and honor our students. Other awards or prizes will be collected at awards assembly at the
back of the stage after presentations are made.
Winners: 1st-6th Place Winners will be announced and called on stage. 1st-3rd will be given medallions
and 4th-6th receives certificates. There will be separate awards and prizes for the secondary and postsecondary winners.
Also available are scholarships for secondary students: The Culinary Institute of America, Johnson and
Wales University, Platt College, OSU Okmulgee, and the French Culinary Institute.

RULES and REGULATIONS
From this competition, we are selecting a contestant to represent Oklahoma at the National Skill
Championships in Kansas City, MO in June. Therefore, we will follow the national rules, regulations,
and contest content as closely as possible. We want our contestants to be prepared to compete at the
national level. We have modified the contest length to accommodate time and resources. Please refer to
the National Technical Standards Manual for specific guidelines and procedures.

*NOTE

SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY CULINARY
STUDENTS MAY COMPETE TOGETHER IN THE SAME
KITCHEN BUT NOT AGAINST EACH OTHER.

Contestant will be judged in the following areas:
Written Exam
100
Sanitation

200

Personal Hygiene

100

Mise en Place

100

Knife Skills and Meat Fabrication 100
Taste - Salad

100

Taste - Soup

100

Taste- Entrée One

100

Taste – Entrée Two

100

Total Points
Resume and Clothing Penalty

1000
-50 of total possible points for each violation

TOOLS and MATERIALS
Each contestant is highly encouraged to bring the following materials - they will not be provided at the
competition: Students from the same school may share tool boxes.

Each contestant is highly encouraged to bring the
following materials - they will not be provided at the
competition:
French/Chef’s Knife
Paring Knife and Tourné
Knife
Vegetable Peeler
Knife Steel
Boning Knife
Cook’s Fork
Serrated Slicing Knife
Pocket Thermometer
Zester or Microplane
Offset Spatula
Plastic Squeeze Bottles Wooden Spoon
Pastry Bag/Star Tip
Rubber Spatula
Circle Cutters
Silt Pats
Tongs
Slotted Spoon
Hand Whisk
Measuring Spoons and Cups
Side Towels
Apron
Small Mesh Strainer
Citrus Zester
Channel Knife
Parisienne Scoop
Apple Corer
Canape Cutters

***Tool boxes are subject to inspection by judges at anytime.

Items that are not allowed:
Electrical/battery operated
tools
Mandolin
Spiral/pasta cutter
Silpat Pan Liners
Timbales/molds
Food Choppers

SkillsUSA
Culinary Arts Contest
April 22nd, 2013

Judging Categories
A. Sanitation & Mise en Place
B. Skills Components:
1. Vegetable Cuts (judged at your station)
2. Chicken Fabrication (judged at your station)
3. Chicken Stock Preparation (judged at your station)
4. Salad & Emulsion Dressing (judged at your station)
Skills Component Judges will observe and score you as you
prepare the following:
5. Soup- Including but not limited to:
a) Cream
b) Puree
c) Clear
6. Main Entrees 2 cooking techniques
a) Dry (Saute, Roast, Pan Fry)
b) Moist or Combination (Braise, Stew, Poach)
7. Vegetable Cookery
8. Starch Cookery

C. Tasting - 1 plate of each course will be delivered to the
Tasting Judges
D. Presentation - 1 plate of each course will be delivered
to the Presentation Judges

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
During Orientation for the Contest, a member of the Technical Committee
will review the contest packet with you.
Before the Contest, carefully study the contest packet:
 Review the list of available spices, herbs and ingredients in contest
packet.
 Develop your personalized menu based upon your cuisine of choice
from the available spices, herbs and available ingredients.
 Write a Mise en Place List to be ready during the specific “windows”
identified on the time sheet.
Clean as you go! Your Sanitation Judges will be scoring you on your
sanitation habits and the cleanliness of your contest area during the
competition but also your ability to leave your station sanitized.
In
addition to your individual station, each contestant will be expected to assist
in the overall clean-up of the contest area. If you do not understand this
item, please ask for clarification.
Please use only as much of each ingredient as is necessary. Return unused
portions to the supply tables.
A set of index cards with your Contest Number will be provided to you.
When you have completed a Skills Component that will be judged at your
station, place the item in the top right hand corner of your preparation table
with a numbered index card. The Skills Component judges will initial the
index card. When all three judges have initialed the card, you may then use
the item for the other menu items. It is your responsibility to place a
numbered card with each Tasting & Presentation menu item to be judged.
You will present one (1) tasting plate to the Tasting Judges and one (1)
presentation plate to the Presentation Judges
Raise your hand and ask for assistance if there is anything that you do not
understand.

JUDGING SCHEDULE:
COURSE

CONTESTANTS

Start

9:00am

Meat Fabrication

9:30am

Knife Cuts

10:30am

Salad

11:15am

Lunch

11:30am

Entrée #1

12:45pm

Entrée #2

1:15pm

Soup

1:45pm

Clean Up

2:15pm

Judges Feedback

2:45-3:00pm

Meat Fabrication and Knife Cuts will be judged at your station.

MISE en PLACE SHEETS
Students may bring written recipes or mis en place sheet with them to the competition. They
are not required but highly encouraged. All papers are subject to inspection by judges and
should be kept in a plastic sheet protector for cleanliness.

OKLAHOMA SKILLS USA CULINARY ARTS COMPETITION
MISE EN PLACE SHEET Example:
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SKILLS COMPONENTS:
CHICKEN FABRICATION:
Cut one whole chicken into the following cuts:
Two (2) Airline(Supreme) Chicken Breasts with Skin Attached
(Remove tenders and expose wing bone)
Two (2) legs
Two (2) thighs
Display carcass for judges to view and then use in stock
*Student are not required to make a stock for evaluation points, however additional stock will
not be provided for soup production.
VEGETABLE CUTS:
Prepare a minimum of 5 different cuts that will be used in your menu – they can include but are
not limited to: Mince, Chop, Brunoise, Julienne, Batonnet, Dice (all sizes), Concassee, Tourne
SALAD:
Prepare a green salad and emulsified vinaigrette (semi- permanent0 – the recipe will not be
supplied by the committee. Competencies will include: Selection and cleaning of greens, knife
skills of garnishes and quality of emulsion style dressing.
SOUP:
Prepare a soup of your choice. Can include but is not limited to consumme, cream soups,
bisques, chowder, puree or ethnic style. Competencies will include proper execution of
classical techniques, proper use of thickening agents, knife skills, garnish and over-all quality
and taste of finished product.
ENTRÉE, SAUCE, STARCH & VEGETABLE
Prepare two entrees of choice each using one (1) dry and one (1) moist or combination heat
cooking method. Vegetables and starches should also demonstrate different cooking methods.
A minimum of 4 different cooking methods must be used in the two entrees. Each entrée
should include the five components of a plate:
 Protein
 Starch
 Vegetable
 Sauce
 Garnish

SAMPLE MENUS FOR CULINARY ARTS
COMPETITION WILL BE FREESTYLE AND AN ASSORTMENT
OF STARCHES AND VEGETABLES WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
YOU TO USE IN YOUR MENU
SAMPLE 1
SALAD WITH EMULSIFIED DRESSING
SPLIT PEA SOUP
PAN FRIED CHICKEN CUTLET WITH LEMON BUTTER
ROASTED POTATOES
SAUTÉED JULIENNE OF PARSNIPS AND CARROTS
BRAISED CHICKEN LEG
LENTILS WITH BACON
GLAZED BATONNET CARROTS AND GREEN BEANS

SAMPLE 2
SALAD WITH EMULSIFIED DRESSING

FRENCH ONION SOUP
ROAST CHICKEN BREAST PAN GRAVY POTATO PANCAKES
GREEN BEANS
CHICKEN STEW

SAMPLE 3
SALAD WITH EMULSIFIED DRESSING
CREAM OF MUSHROOM SOUP
SAUTÉED CHICKEN BREAST WITH TARRAGON CREAM SAUCE
WILD RICE
ASPARAGUS
ROASTED BEETS
SHALLOW POACHED CHICKEN WITH WHITE WINE SAUCE
RICE PILAF
STEAMED BROCCOLI WITH BRUNOISE RED PEPPER

PREPARING FOR
COMPETITION

PREPARING FOR COMPETITION
Competition boosts adrenaline, enhancing drive and creativity, compelling participants to great
achievements; pushing them beyond their limits. For students of the culinary arts, participating in
competitions will expose them to an atmosphere different from any other arena, but will also provide
them with real and important opportunities such as scholarship money for education and networking
with top professionals.
Entering or assisting in a culinary competition will build and develop student’s basic skills while
working alongside skilled professionals operating at their peak of creativity. The experience will also
introduce them to advanced skills and techniques developed to facilitate perfection. Students will see
and participate in an environment charged with excitement and pressure and learn how to problem
solve while working under difficult time constraints. A lifetime of experiences found working in
professional kitchens is synthesized in the competitive arena.

TOP 5 WAYS EDUCATORS PREPARE STUDENTS FOR BAKING AND PASTRY COMPETITIONS
Encourage strong communication skills
Assist in developing dialogue between the members – find the strong points of each member
Conduct simulated competitions
Visit foodservice organizations to observe professionals in action
Review competition rules and guidelines & practice, practice, practice!

KEY CRITERIA FOR A SUCCESSFUL TEAM
Leadership, focus and the ability to work well under pressure
Passion, commitment, dedication and a strong work ethic
Positive attitude, motivation and desire to succeed
Reliability and flexibility
Creativity and artistry
Good listening and communication skills
Problem-solving, organization and time management skills
Knowledge of the basics and attention to detail
Teamwork and respect for fellow team members
Ability to follow directions

WHAT YOU ARE BEING JUDGED ON AND HOW YOU CAN PREPARE
Organization


Prepare your equipment and ingredient list – check and double-check your lists and
arrange them appropriately; you don’t want to waste time looking for equipment and
ingredients.



Analyze your menu – arrange menu items that take the longest cooking time, to the
shortest, to ensure on-time completion of all dishes

Kitchen Time Management


Post planning sheets at each station - comprehensive planning sheets with specific
tasks assigned to each team member aid in productivity



Check all ingredients and equipment prior to beginning competition – evaluate
ingredients and equipment to insure efficiency



Assign one member of the team to keep “on-time” – designate one member to keep the
team on track



Arrange your stations for maximum efficiency for each task – set up the station so that
all members can perform their assigned tasks

Sanitation


Judges are meticulous for basic sanitation practices and will not taste your team’s food
if safe practices are not allowed
 Wash hands before beginning to prepare any menu item
 Keep station organized and clean
 Know the state laws requiring use of gloves
 Beware of cross-contamination
 Use correct sinks for different food products
 Serve hot and cold food items at proper temperatures

On-time Completion


Finishing on time is critical to success
 There are no “good” excuses for not completing on-time, “preparation is
everything”

TOP 5 CRITERIA PARTICIPANTS ARE JUDGED ON:
1. Professional appearance
2. Basic fundamental skills
3. Organization of station and work flow
4. Demeanor in dealing with other competitors
5. Sanitation

OBSTACLES TO AVOID DURING THE “HEAT” OF COMPETITION
Frustration – Remain cool and calm under pressure, a flexible attitude is essential.
Overconfidence – Leave your ego at home, it’s not about you.
Underconfidence – Don’t doubt yourself; if your team is properly prepared, everything will
come together.
Negativity – Support each other; there is no “I” in TEAM.
Intimidation – Focus on what your team is doing, not your surroundings.

What advice can you give other culinary educators
when preparing their students for competition?
“The most important thing you can do for your student is to ensure that they have been
properly trained. In doing so, you must be aware of, and understand, the skills that are
required for that particular competition. As an educator, you need to ask yourself if you
have the knowledge and experience to thoroughly train your student. Be honest and
recognize your own shortcomings because you will find strength in admitting to your
weaknesses. Above all, sending an ill-prepared student off to competition is the absolute
worst thing you can do.”

Noble Masi
Ambassador, The Culinary Institute of America
"The key to successful competition has three components: Planning, Practice, and
Execution. Teams need to plan a menu that is seasonal and innovative, but not beyond
their capabilities. Practice must be organized and frequent, simulating competition as
closely as possible. And finally teams must be able to execute their menu under the
strain of competition. Students who follow these guidelines will be successful no
matter what the outcome of the competition. Everyone who competes is a winner."
William A. Nolan
Manager of Academic Relations, National Restaurant Association Educational
Foundation

THE CULINARY
PROFESSION
“Sure the work is tough, the hours are long, and
there’s so much to learn. But if you’ve got a passion
for food – and everyone here does – then nothing
seems impossible.”
Passionate Competitor

THE BAKING AND PASTRY PROFESSION
The term “chef,” although frequently used to describe anyone who cooks, is considered a mark of
respect by those within the profession. The title is one that can only be earned through diligent
practice and dedication. Those chefs who have made, or will make, the most lasting impression on
the industry know that their success depends on their ability to fulfill many different roles. A true
chef is, among other things, a lifelong student, a teacher, a craftsman, a leader, a manager, and a
businessperson. An open and inquiring mind, an appreciation of dedication to quality and
excellence, and a sense of responsibility to self and the community are among the professional chef’s
cardinal virtues.
The multi-faceted foodservice industry offers innumerable career opportunities, from chef and
restaurateur to food stylist, writer, and product developer. A degree in the culinary arts will allow
you to grow in one of the most demanding, yet rewarding fields by preparing you for the possibilities
that lie ahead.
Succeeding in the diverse and fast-paced foodservice industry requires ambition, desire, passion, and
energy. With a focus on customer service, having the ability to communicate effectively is
imperative. An outgoing personality, coupled with an interest of working with a variety of people
from diverse backgrounds, makes an ideal candidate for a profession in the culinary arts. If you’re
searching for a career that involves constant activity, creative freedom, taking risks, and endless
opportunities for professional advancement, the foodservice industry is for you.
Did you know that…
The restaurant industry employs an estimated 12 million people, making it the
nation's largest private-sector employer.
The restaurant industry provides work for nearly 9% of those employed in the
United States.
The number of foodservice managers is projected to increase by 15% from 2004 to
2014.
Restaurant-industry sales on a typical day in 2004 are $1.2 billion
Restaurant industry employment is expected to rise during the next decade,
reaching 13.3 million in 2012 – an increase of 1.7 million over 2002
45% of individuals in Foodservice Occupations earn over $50,000 per year (based on
2000 statistics)
More than 35 percent of restaurant managers are self-employed.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF A CULINARY PROFESSIONAL
Every member of a profession is responsible for the profession’s image, whether he or she is a
teacher, lawyer, doctor, or culinarian. Those who have made the greatest impression know that the
cardinal virtues of the culinary profession are an open and inquiring mind, an appreciation of and
dedication to quality wherever it is found, and a sense of responsibility. Success also depends on
several character traits, some of which are inherent, some of which are diligently cultivated
throughout a career. These include:
A COMMITMENT TO SERVICE:
The food industry is predicated on service; therefore, a culinary professional should never lose sight
of what that word implies. Good service includes, but is not limited to, providing quality food that is
properly and safely cooked, appropriately seasoned, and attractively presented in a pleasant
environment – in short, making the customer happy. The degree to which an operation can offer
satisfaction in these areas is the degree to which it will succeed in providing good, and ideally,
excellent service. Remember – the customer must always come first.
A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY:
A culinary professional’s responsibility is fourfold: to him – or herself, to coworkers, to the
foodservice operation, and to the guest. This should include respecting not just the customer and his
or her needs but also staff, food, equipment, and the facility itself.
Waste, recklessness, disregard for others, and misuse or abuse of any commodity are unacceptable.
Abusive language, harassment, ethnic slurs, and profanity do not have a place in the professional
kitchen. When employees feel that their needs are given due consideration, their self-esteem will
increase and their attitude toward the establishment will improve: both will increase productivity
and reduce absenteeism.
JUDGMENT:
Although it is not easy to learn, good judgment is a prerequisite for becoming a professional. An
ability to judge what is right and appropriate is acquired throughout a lifetime of experience. Good
judgment is never completely mastered; rather, it is a goal toward which one should continually
strive.

THE CHEF AS A BUSINESSPERSON
When starting a culinary career, your technical skill will be your greatest contribution to a
foodservice establishment. However, over time, your knowledge as an executive, an administrator,
and a manager will become more in demand. Although these traits come with years of experience
and training, the basics can be integrated now and will help you succeed in the classroom and within
your culinary competitions.
BECOME A GOOD EXECUTIVE:
Executives are the individuals who develop a mission or a plan for a company or organization. They
are also the ones responsible for developing a system to allow that plan to come to fruition. As an
executive, you must shoulder a large portion of responsibility. The most valuable executives know
that they can’t operate in a vacuum – foodservice is a “teamsport” and the ability to rally your staff

or teammates – during times of success or disappointment – is one of the most important traits you
can bring to the table.
BECOME A GOOD ADMINISTRATOR:
Once an overall goal or plan has been established, the next task is to implement and track that plan.
The best administrators are those who can create a feeling throughout their team that each person has
a stake in getting things done correctly. When people are given the opportunity to help make
decisions and are provided with the proper tools, it is much easier for the team to achieve their
established goals.
As the old adage states, “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.” As a good administrator, you
won’t let any of your teammates become the weak link because the success of your team is depending
on it.
BECOME A GOOD MANAGER:
Managing a foodservice establishment is a job that requires the ability to handle multiple areas
effectively. The greater the skills of a manager will lead to the greater potential for success for your
team. Every aspect of your team needs to be in sync with the goals your manager or team leader
outlines. Your ability to either take the lead or follow will be essential to your success.

Chef One-to-One: A Focus on Competition
“For me, culinary competitions are utterly addictive. I became intrigued with them after working with an
individual who was totally passionate about them. Their interest was encouraging and I found myself
absolutely compelled by it. I have been entering competitions including the Culinary Olympics and ACF
(American Culinary Federation) Certified Competitions ever since 1996. As a chef-instructor at The Culinary
Institute of America, I have the opportunity to support students who enter competitions. For example, during
the 2003 Jacob Javitz Competition, I was the manager for the Garde Manger class. It was an exciting
experience, as with any competition I have ever been a part of. Each event is a completely new adventure,
filled with many challenges and diverse opponents. The interesting element is that culinary schools are not
the only organizations to compete. Military schools, hotels, independent restaurants, and country clubs are
just a sample of the groups you will find at culinary competitions. Regardless of the organization, teamwork is
at the heart of every successful competition. Every participant needs to pull his or her own weight and be
reliable, this is critical. I am often asked what qualities make up a positive team member. There are many
things that contribute to this. Most importantly, team members must work well together. They need to
communicate effectively, have the ability to play off of each other’s strengths and weaknesses, perform well
under strict time constraints, and most importantly, team members must have respect for each other.
Although competing is a tense and stressful experience, it’s a great opportunity for you to feel good about
what you do and what you and your team have accomplished. My advice to a student who’s interested in
taking part in competitions is to attend one first. It’s beneficial to actually observe the process, taking mental
notes about where the focus is and what is important. Once that information is acquired, preparing and
organizing becomes much simpler. In the end, the addiction of culinary competitions comes from working
hard and being proud of what you bring to the table, literally. Teamwork and dedication are the two most
valuable tools that bring success. The memories you gain from competitions involve camaraderie and fun in
the kitchen, as well as incredible food and learning. The journey is really what it’s all about. The journey is
phenomenal and that’s what you remember most.”
Kenneth J. Arnone ’92, C.C.C., C.H.E.
Professor in Culinary Arts, The Culinary Institute of America

BACK TO BASICS
AN OVERVIEW
Matching the right food with the right technique is the first step in the cooking process.
Completing the process with attention to each detail – assembly of mis en place, advance preparation
of foods and equipment, care in maintaining the highest standard of safety and cleanliness, cooking
just to the exact moment of doneness, and preparing all sauces and garnishes required – is the
fulfillment of your responsibility as a chef.

IMPORTANCE OF MIS EN PLACE
Mise en place is a French phrase that translates as “to put in place.” For the true professional, it is
more than a simple “to do” list. A complete mise en place encompasses more than a list of
ingredients to prepare and recipes to complete. It is also an attitude.
Someone who has truly grasped the concept is able to keep many tasks in mind simultaneously,
weighing and assigning each its proper value and priority. This assures that you begin tasks at the
right time, so that everything is accomplished on time and at top quality.
Mise en place makes you more efficient by helping you organize your work. Knowing what you
need to accomplish is one part of a total mise en place. Knowing how you will go about getting the
work done, and the tools you need to do a good job, is another. Timesaving techniques like grouping
similar activities are possible only when you have the complete picture in mind before you start to
work. For instance, if you have read through all of the recipes you are preparing, you can calculate
how much chopped garlic you need. Chopping all the garlic at once is a good strategy.
A good mise en place can do more than get you through a typical workday, though. It can also
prepare you for the unexpected. In addition to having a logical plan for meeting your objectives,
mise en place also means that you have anticipated and prepared for every situation that could
logically occur during a service period by having a “plan B” in mind, ready to put in place when
necessary.
Mise en place can be as simple as writing a list of tools and ingredients you need for your production
work, or as complex as the detailed plans and schedules you need to undertake to reach a goal like
getting an advanced degree or starting your own business. No matter how large or small the job you
are facing, planning, strategizing, and preparing are at the heart of a good mise en place.

STEPS TO PROPER MIS EN PLACE:
 Read through a recipe completely
 Break your menu down into stages – determine what components can be

prepared in advance
 Gather all necessary ingredients and equipment
 Wash, trim, cut, and measure raw ingredients as described in the ingredients list

– group together similar steps from different recipes – for example, peel and
mince all the garlic at once
 Preheat oven, line baking sheets, etc.
 Recipe method can begin

SETTING UP YOUR WORKPLACE
Setting up your workplace properly is vital to becoming more efficient and effective in the
professional kitchen.
 Set up your work area safely and completely before you start to work
Your work surface should be a height that doesn’t force you to either stoop or reach up at an
uncomfortable angle, it should be stable and secure.
Select a cutting board of the appropriate size and check to be sure it is not seriously gouged or
chipped. Be sure to adhere to your own kitchen’s standard practices, especially if a colorcoded cutting board system is in place.
 Gather items necessary to keep your work area safe and clean
Cross-contamination of foods occurs when a contaminated item – for example, a egg shell with
salmonella – comes in contact with another surface – another food item, your knife, your
cutting board, your towel, your hands, or your gloves.
You must destroy or remove the pathogen by cooking the food, washing your hands properly,
cleaning and sanitizing tools and work surfaces, and replacing soiled side towels, aprons, and
gloves.
Your work station mise en place must include a container of double-strength sanitizing
solution, clean wiping cloths, side towels, and gloves.

 Gather the appropriate portioning and storage materials
Have on hand enough containers to hold separately each of the following: prepped items
ready to use in other preparations or to serve as is; wholesome trim to use in preparations such
as stocks or soups, inedible trim and other refuse.
Be sure to have a separate container for composting if your kitchen is equipped to compost
food scraps.
 Use scales properly
If part of your prep work includes portioning raw materials, have a scale or other portioning
equipment ready, making sure that it is properly cleaned before you begin work.
Cover the food contact surface of the scale with plastic wrap, parchment paper, butcher’s
paper, or deli paper. This makes later cleanup easier, of course, and is also important to help
prevent cross-contamination. Be certain to change the wrap between each type of product as
well.
 Keep foods at the best possible temperature for prep work
Many foods should be kept well-chilled to avoid foodborne illness. Some foods, however, are
relatively stable at room temperature. These include most root vegetables; not only are they
safe at room temperature, they are easier to cut.
If you have any doubt about the potential danger of holding any food at room temperature, it
is better to err on the side of safety and keep things cold.
 Stand in a natural position, facing the cutting board squarely
You may need to change your stance from time to time, but avoid twisting the trunk of your
body in the opposite direction from your legs.
Good posture and general fitness help avoid back strain and general fatigue as you work.
Regular exercise can improve posture and fitness as well as strength, flexibility, stamina, and
even your ability to concentrate.
 Arrange your work so that it flows in a logical direction
The direction of flow depends upon whether you are left- or right-handed. The basic rule is to
keep all product moving in one direction. You may need to break complex preparation tasks
into individual steps.
 Use gloves properly
Gloves must be used properly if they are to keep the food safe from cross-contamination. Your
gloves should fit close to your hand; gloves that are too large may slip as you work, and if too
small, not only are they uncomfortable, they will tear easily.
Gloves are not a magic barrier to pathogens, and they do not take the place of thorough and
proper handwashing.
Gloves themselves can become contaminated. Do not switch from one food type to another
without changing your gloves. If a glove tears or rips, replace it right away, and replace your
gloves whenever you have left your station for any reason.

PRECISION CUTS
The basic and advanced cuts used in the professional kitchen include chopping and mincing,
shredding (chiffonade), julienne and bâtonnet, dice, paysanne or fermière, lozenge, rondelle, oblique
or roll cuts and tourné.
The aim should always be to cut the food into pieces of uniform shape and size. Evenly cut items
look more attractive, but more important, they cook evenly, so your dishes have the best possible
flavor, color, and texture. Unevenly cut items give an impression of carelessness that can spoil the
dish’s look.
The flavor, texture, and appearance of the dish suffer if its components are unevenly cut. Most foods
require some preliminary trimming, peeling, or squaring off to make subsequent cuts easier to
perform.
 Trimming tasks include removing root and stem ends from fruits, herbs, and vegetables.
 Peeling tasks can be done using a rotary peeler if the skin is not too thick; carrot, potato, and
similar skins are easy to remove with a peeler. Remember that these peelers work in both
directions.
 Paring knives can also be used to trim many fruits and vegetables.
 A chef’s knife is required for vegetables, fruits and other foods with thick rinds or skins, such
as hard-skinned squashes and pineapples.
 Exterior fat, gristle, and sinew can be removed from meats and poultry with a boning knife.
 Foods that are naturally round can be difficult to control as you cut them. A slice can be
removed from the bottom or side of a round food to make it sit flat on the cutting board.

BASIC & ADVANCED KNIFE CUTS
It is very important that the chef be completely familiar with these cuts and able to execute them
properly.
CHOP
Coarse chopping is generally used for mirepoix or similar flavoring ingredients that are to be strained
out of the dish and discarded. It is also appropriate when cutting vegetables that will be puréed.
 Trim the root and stem ends and peel the vegetables if necessary.
 Slice or cut through the vegetables at nearly regular intervals until the cuts are relatively
uniform. This need not be a perfectly neat cut, but all the pieces should be roughly the same
size.
MINCING
Mincing is a very fine cut that is suitable for many vegetables and herbs. When mincing herbs, rinse
and dry well, and strip the leaves from the stems.
 Gather the leaves in a pile on a cutting board.
 Use your guiding hand to hold them in place and position the knife so that it can slice through
the pile; coarsely chop.
 Once the herbs are coarsely chopped, use the fingertips of your guiding hand to hold the tip of
the chef’s knife in contact with the cutting board.
 Keeping the tip of the blade against the cutting board, lower the knife firmly and rapidly,
repeatedly cutting through the herbs. Continue cutting until the desired fineness is attained.
CHIFFONADE
The chiffonade cut is done by hand to cut herbs, leafy greens, and other ingredients into very fine
shreds. Chiffonade is distinct from shredding, however, in that the cuts are much finer and uniform.
This cut is typically used for delicate leafy vegetables and herbs.
 For greens with large, loose leaves, roll individual leaves into tight cylinders before cutting.
Stack several smaller leaves before cutting.
 Use a chef’s knife to make very fine, parallel cuts to produce fine shreds.
SHREDDING OR GRATING
Shredded or grated items can be coarse or fine, depending upon the intended use. Foods can be
shredded with a chef’s knife, a slicer, shredding tools and attachments, a mandoline or box grater.
 When cutting tight heads of greens, such as Belgian endive and head cabbage, cut the head into
halves, quarters, or smaller wedges and remove the core before cutting shreds with a chef’s
knife.

 The tip of the knife either remains in contact with the board as you cut or comes in contact with
the board as you make a smooth downward slicing stroke. The blade’s edge rocks onto and off
of the cutting surface with each stroke.
 To shred or grate larger quantities, use a box grater or a food processor fitted with grating
disks. An electric slicer can be used to shred cabbages and head lettuce.
JULIENNE & BÂTONNET
Julienne and bâtonnet are long, rectangular cuts. Related cuts are the standard pommes frites and
pommes pont neuf cuts (both are names for French fries) and the allumette (or matchstick) cut. The
difference between these cuts is the final size.
 Julienne cuts are 1/8 inch in thickness and 1-2 inches long.
 Bâtonnet cuts are ¼ inch in thickness and 2-2 ½ inches long.
These dimensions may be modified slightly to suit a specific need. The key point to keep in mind is
that each cut should be nearly identical in dimension to all others for even cooking and the best
appearance.
 Trim and square off the vegetable by cutting a slice to make four straight sides. Cut both ends
to even the block off. These initial slices make it easier to produce even cuts. The trimmings
can be used for stocks, soups, purées, or any preparation where shape is not important.
 Slice the vegetable lengthwise, using parallel cuts of the desired thickness.
 Stack the slices, aligning the edges, and make parallel cuts of the same thickness through the
stack.

DICE CUTS
Dicing is a cutting technique that produces a cube-shaped product. Different preparations require
different sizes of dice - fine (brunoise), small, medium, and large dice.
The term brunoise is derived from the French verb, brunoir (to brown), and reflects the common
practice of sautéing these finely diced vegetables.
 Trim and peel the vegetables as needed.
 Cut the slices to the thickness that you wish the finished dice to be.
 Stack the slices on top of one another and make even parallel cuts to the appropriate thickness.
 Gather the sticks together; using your guiding hand to hold them in place, and make crosswise
parallel cuts through the sticks.
 To produce perfectly even, neat dice, these cuts should be the same thickness as the initial
slices.
PAYSANNE & FERMIÈRE CUTS
Cuts produced in the paysanne (peasant) and fermière (farmer) style are generally used in dishes
intended to have a rustic or home-style appeal. When used for traditional regional specialties, they
may be cut in such a way that the shape of the vegetable’s curved or uneven edges are still apparent
in the finished cut. However, it is important to cut them all to the same thickness so that they will
cook evenly.
 For a more rustic presentation, cut the vegetable into halves, quarters, or eighths, depending on
its size. The pieces should be roughly similar in dimension to a batonnet. Make even, thin
crosswise cuts at roughly 1/8-in/4-mm intervals.
 In order to feature paysanne or fermière cuts as an ingredient in a classical dish or for a more
upscale setting, square off the vegetable first and make large batonnet, 3/4 in/20 mm thick. Cut
the batonnet crosswise at 1/8-in/4-mm intervals.
RONDELLES
Rounds, or rondelles, are simple to cut. The shape is the result of cutting a cylindrical vegetable, such
as a carrot, crosswise. The basic round shape can be varied by cutting the vegetable on the bias to
produce an elongated or oval disk or by slicing it in half for half-moons. If the vegetable is scored
with a channel knife, flower shapes are produced.
 Trim and peel the vegetable if necessary.
 Make parallel slicing cuts through the vegetable at even intervals using a chef’s knife, slicer,
utility knife, electric slicer, or mandoline.
DIAMOND/LOZENGE CUTS
The diamond, or lozenge, cut is similar to the paysanne and is most often used to prepare a vegetable
garnish. Instead of cutting batonnet, thinly slice the vegetable, then cut into strips of the appropriate
width.

 Trim and thinly slice the vegetable.
 Cut the slices into strips of the desired width.
 Make an initial bias cut to begin. This will leave some trim (reserve the trim for use in
preparations that do not require a neat, decorative cut).
 Continue to make bias cuts, parallel to the first one.
DIAGONAL AND BIAS CUTS
This cut is often used to prepare vegetables for stir-fries and other Asian-style dishes because it
exposes a greater surface area and shortens cooking time.
 Place the peeled or trimmed vegetable on the work surface.
 Hold the blade so that it is cutting through the food on an angle; the wider the angle, the more
elongated the cut surface will be.
 Continue making parallel cuts, adjusting the angle of the blade so that all the pieces are
approximately the same size.
OBLIQUE OR ROLL CUTS
Oblique, as it refers to a vegetable cut, reflects the fact that the cut sides are neither parallel nor
perpendicular. The effect is achieved by rolling the vegetables after each cut. This cut is used for
long, cylindrical vegetables such as parsnips, carrots, and celery.
 Place the peeled or trimmed vegetable on the work surface.
 Make a diagonal cut to remove the stem end
 Hold the knife in the same position and roll the vegetable a quarter-turn (approximately 90
degrees)
 Slice through it on the same diagonal, forming a piece with two angled edges. Repeat until the
entire vegetable has been cut.

TOURNÉ
Turning vegetables (tourner in French) requires a series of cuts that simultaneously trim and shape
the vegetable. The shape may be similar to a barrel or a football. This cut is one of the most
demanding, time-consuming, and exacting cuts.
 Peel the vegetable, if desired or necessary. If the trimmings can be used with the peel still
intact, or if there is no appropriate use for the trimmings, you do not need to peel the vegetable.
 Cut the vegetable into pieces of manageable size.
 Hold the vegetable in your guiding hand. Using a paring knife or tourné knife, carve the
pieces into barrel or football shapes.
 To produce classic tournés, you should cut the vegetable so that it has seven even sides or
faces. The faces should be smooth, evenly spaced, and tapered so that both ends are narrower
than the center.

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE CUTS

FINE JULIENNE
1/16 x 1/16 x 1 to 2 inches
(2 x 2 x 25 to 50 millimeters )

JULIENNE / ALLUMETTE
1/8 x 1/8 x 1 to 2 inches
(4 x 4 x 25 to 50 millimeters )

BATONNET
1/4 x 1/4 x 2 to 2 1/2 inches
(6 x 6 x 50 to 60 millimeters )

BRUNOISE
1/8 x 1/8 x 1/8 inch
(4 x 4 x 4 millimeters)

SMALL DICE
1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 inch
(6 x 6 x 6 millimeters)

MEDIUM DICE
1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 inch
(12 x 12 x 12 millimeters)

LARGE DICE
3/4 x 3/4 x 3/4 inch
(20 x 20 x 20 millimeters)

PAYSANNE
1/2 x 1/2 x 1/8 inch
(12 x 12 x 4 millimeters)

FERMIÈRE
Cut to desired thickness, 1/8 to 1/2 inch
(4 to 12 millimeters)

LOZENGE
Diamond shape, 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/8 inch
(12 x 12 x 4 millimeters)

RONDELLE
Cut to desired thickness, 1/8 to 1/2 inch
(4 to 12 millimeters)

TOURNÉ
Approximately 2 inches (50 millimeters) long
with seven faces

* Please note: the dimensions indicated are guidelines and may be modified as necessary. Determine
the size of the cut by the requirements of the recipe or menu item, the nature of the vegetable being
cut, the desired cooking time, and appearance.

DRY HEAT COOKING METHODS
The dry heat techniques - grilling & broiling, roasting & baking, sautéing, pan frying, deep frying
and stir frying – do not have a tenderizing effect; items prepared using this method must be
naturally tender or prepared in a way that will introduce additional moisture. Selecting the proper
cuts, shapes, and sizes and gauging the exact point at which foods are perfectly cooked are skills
acquired only through experience.
GRILLING & BROILING
Grilling cooks food with radiant heat from a source located below it. Some of the juices are actually
reduced directly on the food while the rest drip away. Grilled foods have a smoky, slightly charred
flavor resulting from the flaring of the juices and fats that are rendered as the food cooks, as well as
from direct contact with the rods of the grill rack.
Broiling is similar to grilling but uses a heat source located above the food rather than below.
Frequently, delicate foods like lean white fish are brushed with butter or oil, put on a heated, oiled
sizzler platter, and then placed on the rack below the heat source instead of directly on the rods.
Items prepared in this manner may still be referred to as “broiled” on a menu, even though this is not
broiling in the strictest sense of the word and is actually closer to baking. Similarly, the broiler or
“salamander” can be used to prepare glazed or gratinéed foods, such as a salmon gratin.
Barbecuing is also a term that can cause confusion. In some parts of the country, it signifies a food
that has been basted repeatedly with a barbecue sauce during grilling. In others, it refers to pit- or
spit-roasted items. On some menus, it may have little if anything to do with either a pit, spit, or grill.
A “barbecued beef sandwich” may simply be roasted beef that has been thinly sliced and simmered
in a barbecue sauce.
Pan-broiled foods are cooked on top of the stove in a heavy cast-iron or other warp-resistant metal
pan over intense heat. Any fat or juices released during cooking are removed as they accumulate;
otherwise the result is a sauté or a stew. Special pans made to simulate a grill’s effect may be used;
these pans have thick ridges that hold the food up and away from any juices or fat that may collect.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Tender portion-sized cuts of poultry, cuts of meat from the loin, rib, or top round areas, and fillets of
such fatty fish as tuna and salmon are suited to grilling and broiling. Lean fish may also be grilled or
broiled if they are coated with oil or an oil-based marinade. If necessary, pound meats and fish
lightly to even their thickness. Meat should be trimmed of any fat, silverskin, and gristle. Some
foods are cut into strips, chunks, or cubes and then threaded on skewers. The food itself should be
seasoned and in some cases lightly oiled.

The oil you select can be neutral in flavor, or, depending upon the item you are grilling, you may
wish to incorporate a flavored oil to add a special taste. Salt and pepper are, of course, the mainstay
seasonings. Marinade may be used to introduce additional flavor or moisture. Some marinades are
also intended to improve the texture of foods that might otherwise become too soft to handle easily
on the grill.
There are numerous ways to enhance the flavor, texture, and color of foods being grilled. A
protective coating of melted butter and bread crumbs, known as à l’anglaise, may be applied to foods
or a glaze or barbecue sauce can be added.

DETERMINING DONENESS
Determining doneness in foods cooked by the dry-heat methods is an imprecise science. As the
noted chef André Soltner has observed, “One must cook a piece of meat a thousand times before he
even begins to understand how it cooks.” It is impossible to give exact times for cooking meats,
poultry, and fish, because there are so many variables.
Red Meats – Beef, lamb, and some game meats can be cooked to a range of doneness. Accurately
determining when a piece of meat has reached the proper doneness can be learned only through
experience. However, the indicators of touch and appearance are inexact but serve as guidelines.
Touch – Press the meat with the tip of a finger and gauge its resistance. The less well-done a
piece of meat is, the softer and more yielding it will feel.

RECOGNIZING DONENESS THROUGH TOUCH:
To practice recognizing the feel of meat cooked to various stages of doneness:
Hold one hand open, palm up, with the fingers slightly curled
Touch the flesh at the base of the thumb, it will feel soft and yielding
As the fingers are gradually spread open and flat, the flesh will feel
increasingly less yielding

Appearance – As the meat cooks, the exterior should develop a deep brown color. If the meat
appears pale or even gray, it has not been adequately cooked. The juices that run from the
meat, although minimal, should be the correct color; the more rare the meat, the “bloodier” the
juices should appear.

RECOGNIZING DONENESS THROUGH APPEARANCE:
The changes that meat undergoes in color also can help determine doneness. Beef
cooked:
“Blue” has a very deep maroon color
Rare has a very pronounced red interior, but it is no longer maroon
Medium has a rosy pink interior and is not quite as juicy
Well-done has no traces of red or pink and although still somewhat
moist in appearance, it is no longer juicy

White Meats – Veal, pork, poultry, and some game should be cooked through (à point), but not
overcooked. There should be a slight amount of “give” when the meat is pressed with a fingertip.
Any juices that run from the meat should show either a “thread of pink” or be nearly colorless.
Even thin meat pieces will retain some heat, allowing them to continue to cook (carryover) after they
have been removed from the heat and are being held . If the meat is not left slightly underdone, it
can end up overcooked by the time it is served.
Fish and Shellfish – These are extremely easy to overcook because of their delicacy. Their connective
tissues and proteins cook at lower temperatures, so the heat is able to travel rapidly throughout the
fish. Fish should offer only the least bit of resistance when pressed with the fingertip.

STEP-BY-STEP TECHNIQUES TO GRILLING:
Thoroughly clean and preheat the grill.
Season the main item; marinate or brush it with oil if necessary to
prevent sticking
Place the main item on the grill; use a hand grill for delicate foods, such
as fish
Turn the item 90° to produce crosshatch marks, if desired
Turn the item to complete cooking to the desired doneness

ROASTING & BAKING
Roasting, whether by pan roasting, baking, poêléing, or smoke roasting is a way of cooking by
indirect heat in an oven. Spit roasting, one of the earliest cooking methods, is more like grilling or
broiling. Either way, the result is a crusty exterior and tender interior.
The flavor and aroma of a roasted food should contribute to an overall sensation of fullness, richness,
and depth. This is due in part to the nature of the food and in part to the browning process. Roasted
foods should have a rich color, ranging from a delicate gold to the nearly black color of a perfectly
roasted rib of beef. The proper development of color has a direct bearing on the flavor. Items that are
too pale lack not only eye appeal but also the depth of flavor associated with properly roasted foods.
Spit roasting involves placing the food on a rod, which is turned either manually or with a motor.
The radiant heat given off by a fire or gas jets cooks the food while constant turning creates a basting
effect and ensures that the food cooks evenly.
Roasted foods are cooked through contact with dry, heated air held in a closed environment, an oven.
As the outer layers become heated, the food’s natural juices turn to steam and penetrate the food
more deeply. The rendered juices, also called pan-drippings or fond, are the foundation for sauces
prepared while the roast rests. Roasting commonly refers to large, multi-portion meat cuts, whole
birds, and dressed fish.
Baking, on the other hand, is the term used for portion-sized foods that are cooked in the oven.
Another difference between the two is that roasted foods are frequently seared first in hot fat on the
stovetop or in the oven, while baked foods are not. Still, there are no ironclad distinctions in modern
kitchens; which foods are roasted and which are baked is largely a matter of usage. Garlic is roasted,
hams are baked, and potatoes cooked in their skins are baked, while those peeled and added to the
roast’s drippings or coated with oil are said to be “oven-roasted.”
Smoke roasting is an adaptation of roasting that allows foods to take on a rich, smoky flavor. The
food cooks in a smokebath, in a tightly closed roasting pan, or in a smoking set-up. This can be done
over an open flame or in the oven. Unlike smoked foods made in traditional charcuterie operations,
the food does not have to be brined and cured before smoking. Smoke roasting does not preserve
foods, and any food left too long in the smokebath can develop an acrid, unappetizing aroma and
taste.
Poêléing, a technique most often associated with white meats and game birds, is sometimes called
butter roasting. Meats are cooked in butter and their own juices in a covered vessel on a bed of
aromatic vegetables known as a matignon. The matignon becomes a garnish served as part of the
sauce.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Tender meats from the rib and loin give the best results. Tender cuts from the leg, such as top round,
are also excellent when roasted. Young, tender birds may be roasted whole, as may dressed fish.
Chicken and fish are roasted whole or cut into pieces and baked.

Vegetables and fruits are also roasted or baked, the terminology varying according to custom.
Vegetables cooked whole and in their skins should be pierced or scored. This allows the steam to
escape as the food cooks.
To prepare items for roasting, trim away any excess fat or silverskin; keeping a layer of fat or poultry
skin helps to baste foods naturally as they roast. Since most of the lubrication and tenderness come
from the marbling within rather than from the exterior fat, it is generally acceptable to trim away
most of the visible fat.
Meats, poultry, and fish should be seasoned before roasting to fully develop their flavor. For
additional flavor during roasting, herbs or aromatic vegetables may be used to stuff the cavity or can
be inserted under the skin. Foods such as whole birds, chicken breasts, and chops are frequently
stuffed before roasting.
Barding and larding are two traditional preparation techniques for roasted foods that are naturally
lean; barding (tying thin sheets of fatback, bacon, or caul fat around a food) and larding (inserting
small strips of fatback into a food). The extra fat helps keep the meat tender and juicy.
Venison, wild boar, game birds, and certain cuts of beef or lamb may be candidates for barding or
larding. Variations using different products are also employed to add flavor to roasted foods. For
example, a roast, rather than being larded with fatback, may be studded with slivers of garlic. The
garlic will not have the same tenderizing effect as the fatback, but it will add plenty of flavor.
Today, with increased concern over the amount of fat in diets, every trace of visible fat or skin is often
removed in an effort to reduce fat, even though the amount of fat released from skin or fat layers, as
foods roast, does not penetrate far into the meat. Fat and skin provide some protection from the
drying effects of an oven without dramatically changing the amount of fat, and foods stripped of
their natural protection of fat or skin can become dry and lose flavor. If roasts are drastically
trimmed, an alternative “skin” should be added in the form of a coating or crust made from such
ingredients as seasoned dried potato flakes, rice flakes, corn flakes, cornmeal, or finely ground dried
mushrooms. Alternatively, the fat or skin may be left in place during roasting and removed just
before serving.

STEP-BY-STEP TECHNIQUES TO ROASTING:
Season, stuff, marinate, bard, or lard the main item, and sear it over
direct heat or in a hot oven if desired
Elevate the item in a roasting pan so that hot air can reach all sides
Roast the item uncovered until the desired internal temperature is
reached; be sure to allow for carryover cooking
Add the mirepoix to the roasting pan for pan gravy during the final
half hour of roasting time, if desired
Let the roasted item rest before carving
Prepare the pan gravy in the roasting pan
Carve the main item and serve it with the appropriate gravy or sauce

TEMPERATURES FOR ROASTING MEATS
TEMPERATURE

ITEMS COOKED BY THIS

COMMENTS

METHOD

High Heat
375° - 475°F
Moderate
Heat
325° - 350°F
Low Heat
275° - 300°F

Feathered game
Domestic poultry

May cause excessive caramelization,
shrinkage and drying

Water fowl

Renders fat and crisps skin in water fowl

Smaller cuts of red meat

Good for small cuts that cook quickly

Meats

Good caramelization

Poultry

Less shrinkage and crusting than high heat

Game
Red meats

Better yields on larger cuts

Feathered game

Good for conventional ovens

Domestic poultry
Water fowl

Controlled
Heat
200° - 250°F

Larger cuts of red meat

Best method for high yields

White meat

Jus or drippings not obtainable at this low
temperature

Domestic poultry

Very little caramelization

TESTING ROASTED ITEMS FOR DONENESS
ITEM

WHAT TO CHECK

PRO/CON

Fork (2-tined)

Color of juices in poultry

Punctures meat
Loss of juices

Skewer

Resistance and
temperature with other
meats

Not accurate

Stem
Thermometer

Temperature of desired
doneness

Time/Temperature
to Weight Ratio

Follow chart to
determine how long at
what temperature

Touch

Resistance of fibers in the
meat
As the meat cooks the
fibers tighten

Experience

All of the above

Inexpensive
Accurate
The best and most consistent
method
Inaccurate
The shape of the meat will affect
the cooking time
Good for an estimate on
approximate cooking time
Inaccurate, the shape of the meat
will affect the cooking time
Good for an estimate on
approximate cooking time
Helps to control variables

DEGREES OF DONENESS FOR MEATS AND POULTRY
ITEM

DESIRED DEGREE OF DONENESS

TEMPERATURE TO REMOVE ITEM
FROM OVEN

Red Meats

Rare

125°F

Medium

135°F

Well done

145°F

Pork

Well done

150°F

Veal

Medium well

140°F

Poultry

Well done

165°F (thigh)

Fish

Well done

144°F

SAUTÉING
Sautéing is a technique that cooks food rapidly in a little fat over relatively high heat. Because
sautéing is a rapid technique and does not have the tenderizing effect of some of the moist-heat
methods, the foods to be sautéed must be naturally tender. The term sauté comes from the French
verb sauter, or “to jump,” and refers to the way foods sizzle and jump in a hot pan.
Certain menu items, listed as seared/pan-seared, charred/pan-charred, or pan-broiled, are also
essentially sautés. Those terms on a menu have come to suggest that even less oil is used than for a
traditional sauté. They may indicate that the food is cooked extremely rare. The juices released
during cooking form the base for a sauce (the dripping or fond) made in the same pan and served
with the sautéed item.
The sauce serves three purposes; it:
1. Captures the food’s flavor that is lost during cooking
2. Introduces additional flavor (an important factor because tender foods have a delicate flavor)
3. Adds moisture, which counteracts the dryness resulting from the sautéing process

SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Select cuts from the rib or loin, as well as portions of the leg, for beef, veal, lamb, pork, or large game
animals. These cuts are the most tender. Poultry and game bird breasts are often preferred for
sautéing. Firm or moderately textured fish are easier to sauté than very delicate fish. Shellfish, in and
out of the shell, are also successfully sautéed.
Choose the cooking fat according to the flavor you want to create as well as food cost and availability.
Oils (including olive, corn, canola, soy, or grapeseed oils) and clarified butter are the most commonly
used cooking fats. Rendered fats, such as lard, bacon, and duck or goose fat, are appropriate for
ethnic-style dishes.
The base for a pan sauce in sautéing may vary to suit the flavor of the main item. Brown sauces,
such as demiglace or jus lié, veloutés, reduced stocks (thickened with a slurry if necessary), vegetable
coulis, or tomato sauce may be used.
Some possibilities to have available are aromatics to flavor the sauce, such as shallots, garlic,
peppercorns, or spices; finishing ingredients, such as whole butter, heavy cream, crème fraîche,
liaison, fresh herbs, and compound butters; and garnishing ingredients, such as wild or domestic
mushrooms, capers, cornichons, or julienned meats.

DETERMINING DONENESS
Determining doneness in sautéed foods is an imprecise science. The intensity of the heat beneath the
pan, the pan’s material, the number of items in the pan, how well-aged the meat is, the conditions
under which the item was raised and/or harvested all affect the outcome. In general, the thinner and
more delicate the piece of meat, the more quickly it will cook.

PAN FRYING
Although this technique shares similarities with sautéing, it has some important differences.
Whereas a sautéed item is often lightly dusted with flour and quickly cooked over high heat with a
small amount of oil, a pan-fried item is usually coated with batter or breaded and cooked in a large
amount of oil over less intense heat.
In pan frying, the hot oil seals the food’s coated surface and then locks the natural juices inside
instead of releasing them. Because no juices are released and a larger amount of oil is involved, any
accompanying sauce is made separately. Pan-fried foods have a richly textured crust and a moist
flavorful interior, producing a dish of intriguing contrasts in texture and flavor. When a carefully
selected sauce is paired with a dish, the effects can range from home-style to haute cuisine. In pan
frying, the hot oil seals the food’s coated surface and thereby locks the natural juices inside. Because
no juices are released and a larger amount of oil is involved, accompanying sauces are usually made
separately.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Pan-fried food is usually portion-size or smaller. Select cuts that are naturally tender, as you would
for a sauté; rib or loin cuts, the top round, or poultry breasts. Lean fish, such as sole or flounder, are
well suited to this technique. Trim away any fat, silverskin, and gristle and remove the skin and
bones of poultry and fish fillets if necessary or desired.
Cutlets are often pounded to give them an even thickness and to shorten cooking time. This means
that the exterior will brown without overcooking in the same time that the meat cooks through. Be
certain to season the food before adding a coating. Ingredients for breading include flour, milk
and/or beaten eggs, and breadcrumbs or cornmeal.
Batters, such as beer batter, may also be prepared. Hold them at the correct temperature if made in
advance. The fat for pan frying must be able to reach high temperatures without breaking down or
smoking. Vegetable oils, olive oil, and shortenings may all be used for pan frying. Lard, goose fat,
and other rendered animal fats have a place in certain regional and ethnic dishes. The choice of fat
makes a difference in the flavor of the finished dish.

DEEP FRYING
Deep-fried foods have many of the same characteristics as pan-fried foods, including a crisp,
browned exterior and a moist, flavorful interior. Deep-fried foods, however, are cooked in enough
fat or oil to completely submerge them.
In deep frying, significantly more fat is used than for either sautéing or pan frying. The food is
almost always coated with a standard breading, a batter such as a tempura or beer batter, or a simple
flour coating. The coating acts as a barrier between the fat and the food and contributes flavor and
texture contrast.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
To cook rapidly and evenly, foods must be cut into a uniform size and shaped and trimmed. Select
cuts that are naturally tender; some typical choices include poultry, fish, and seafood. Remove the
skin and bones of poultry and fish fillets if necessary or desired. Foods should be fairly thin, with a
uniform size and shape so that they can cook rapidly and evenly. Cut the food into chunks or
fingers, or butterfly and pound it, depending upon the item and the desired result.
Be certain to season the food before adding a coating. Deep frying is also suitable for croquettes and
similar dishes made from a mixture of cooked, diced meats, fish, or poultry, bound with a heavy
béchamel and breaded.
Breadings and coatings are common for deep-fried foods. Standard breading can be done up to three
hours ahead and items held under refrigeration before frying, but ideally breading should be done as
close to service as possible. A batter or plain flour coating is applied immediately before cooking.
SELECTION OF FATS & OILS
Both fats and oils may be used as a cooking medium for deep frying, although vegetable oil is most
commonly used. Fats and oils differ in specific properties but are all basically the same compound
and contain a combination of fatty acids, flavor, and glycerin. In general, a neutral flavor, color, and
high smoking point are the most important considerations in choosing an oil for deep frying.
In deep frying, several things, in addition to selecting the proper oil will help prolong the product’s
life:
Dry the item as thoroughly as possible before placing in the oil
Use a high-quality oil and store oil in a cool, dry area and keep it away from strong lights
Prevent the oil from coming in contact with copper, brass, or bronze, because these metals
hasten breakdown
Fry items at the proper temperature; do not overheat the oil
Constantly remove any small particles (such as loose bits of breading and batter) from the
oil during use
Discard oil if it becomes rancid, smokes below 350°F (176°C), or foams excessively
Do not salt products over the pan because salt breaks down the oil
Turn off the fryer after usage and cover when it is not in use

STIR FRYING
Stir frying, associated with Asian cooking and successfully adapted by innovative Western chefs,
shares many similarities with sautéing. Foods are customarily cut into small pieces, usually strips,
dice, or shreds, and cooked rapidly in a little oil. They are added to the pan in sequence; those
requiring the longest cooking times are added first, those that cook quickly only at the last moment.
The sauce for a stir fry, like that of a sauté, is made or finished in the pan to capture all of the dish’s
flavor.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Since items to be stir-fried are cut into small pieces, which acts as a means of tenderizing the food, the
food does not need to be as naturally tender as for sautés, where it is left in portion-sized pieces. The
foods should be relatively tender, however, and all bits of fat, gristle, or silverskin must be removed
for the best results.
A variety of foods may be combined in this technique (meat and vegetables, poultry and fish, and so
on), but whatever the main item is, it should be carefully trimmed and cut into regular pieces. Cut
the main item into an appropriate size and shape, generally thin strips. Marinate it briefly, if
suggested by the recipe, and pat-dry before adding it to the cooking oil.
The smoking point of the oil – the temperature at which fats and oils begin to smoke, indicating that
the fat has begun to break down – is particularly important. The oil used should be able to withstand
rather high temperatures without breaking down or smoking excessively. The higher a particular
fat’s smoking point, the higher the temperature at which it is safe to cook with that oil. Peanut oil,
because of its flavor and high smoking point, is traditionally used.
In stir frying a variety of liquids can be used. The ratio of liquid to main item is generally lower than
it is for a sauce prepared for a sautéed item. Fortified wine, soy sauce, meat glaze, and other liquids
can be used. It is advisable to very lightly thicken the sauce for a stir-fried dish. The thickener
(arrowroot, cornstarch, or rice flour) is diluted with a small amount of liquid and added at the last
moment. The thickener should not affect the flavor of the dish.
DETERMINING DONENESS
Stir-fried foods should not appear raw and should have an appropriate color, according to type of
item. The texture should be moist and tender.

MOIST HEAT COOKING METHODS
The moist heat techniques – steaming, cooking en papillote, shallow poaching, deep poaching, and
simmering – result in products that have a distinctly different flavor, texture, and appearance form
those prepared with dry heat methods. The successful execution of this technique depends upon the
proper choice of main ingredients and careful attention to proper technique throughout each step of
preparation.

STEAMING

Steam circulating around the food provides an even, moist environment. Steaming is an efficient and
highly effective way to prepare naturally tender fish and poultry. This method cooks the food by
surrounding it with a vapor bath.
Properly steamed foods are plump, moist, and tender; they generally do not lose much of their
original volume. They often have more intrinsic flavor than foods cooked by other methods because
the cooking medium does not generally impart much of its own. Thus, the flavor can be contrasted
nicely with sauce and colors also stay true.
It is unfortunate that, to many minds, steaming has become synonymous with bland foods. It is true
that this techniques lends itself to healthful cooking. But that does not mean that steamed foods are,
or need to be, tasteless and uninteresting.
To add more interest to steamed foods, they may be stuffed, wrapped in aromatic leaves, marinated,
or sauced. The success or failure of any steamed foods rests upon the same criteria that are applied to
sautéed or roasted foods.
Is the dish moist, flavorful, and appealing from both a visual and textural stance?
Have the accompanying seasonings, garnishes, and sauces been selected with care and
prepared with the same attention to detail as the main item?

SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Naturally tender foods of a size and shape that allow them to cook in a short amount of time are best
for steaming. Cut food into the appropriate size, if necessary. Fish is generally made into fillets,
though there are some classic presentations of whole fish. Poultry breast is often made into a
suprême, a boneless skinless piece. Shellfish can be left in the shell, unless otherwise indicated; for
example, scallops are customarily removed from the shell. Shrimp may also be peeled before
steaming.
Many different liquids are used for steaming. Water is common, but a flavorful broth or stock, court
bouillon, wine, or beer can also be used, especially if the steaming liquid is served along with the
food. Adding such aromatic ingredients as herbs and spices, citrus zest, lemongrass, ginger, garlic,
and mushrooms to the liquid also boosts its flavor as well as that of the food being steamed.
Also have available lettuce leaves, corn husks, seaweed, or leek strips to wrap food in, for the
purpose of retaining the natural juices or introducing additional flavor.
DETERMINING DONENESS
Evaluate the quality of steamed foods according to flavor, appearance, and texture. Because no initial
browning of the food takes place as in a dry-heat technique, the flavor remains delicate. Any
aromatics appropriate to the food’s flavor should not be so intense as to overwhelm it.
When properly done, the food’s surface appears quite moist. Fish, especially salmon, should not
have deposits of white albumin on the flesh, which indicates that it has been overcooked and/or
cooked too quickly.

COOKING EN PAPILLOTE
In this variation of steaming, which translates literally as “in paper,” the main item and
accompanying ingredients are wrapped in a parchment paper package and cooked in the steam
produced by their own juices.
En papillote indicates a specific preparation, but there are similar dishes, known by regional names,
throughout the world. The classic wrapper for a dish en papillote is parchment paper, but the effect
is similar with aluminum foil; lettuce, plantain, grape, or banana leaves; corn husks; or similar
wrappers are used to enclose foods as they cook. The wrapper traps the steam driven from the foods
as they heat up—the dish is often presented to the guest still in its wrapper, and when the packet is
opened, it releases a cloud of aromatic steam.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Cooking en papillote, like steaming, is suited to naturally tender foods, like chicken, fish, and
shellfish. Trim and portion foods as required by recipe. They may be marinated or seared as an
initial step, if appropriate. Marinades can add flavor and color; searing helps to assure that thicker
cuts can cook more quickly as well as deepen both the flavor and color of the main item.
Some foods may be filled or stuffed. Vegetables are usually included for moisture and steam as well
as flavor, color, and texture. Cut the vegetables small, usually into thin slices, a fine julienne, or tiny
dice, and sweat or blanch them, if necessary, to ensure that they will be fully cooked. Leave herbs in
sprigs, cut them into a chiffonade, or mince them. Also, have available a prepared sauce, reduced
heavy cream, wine, or citrus juices as required by the recipe.

DETERMINING DONENESS
Foods prepared en papillote should be cooked until just done. This is difficult to gauge without
experience, because you cannot open the package to apply the senses of sight and touch to determine
doneness. If the food has been cut to the correct size or if it has been partially cooked in advance, it
should be done when the package is very puffy and the paper is brown.

SHALLOW POACHING
Shallow poaching, like sautéing and grilling, is an à la minute technique. Foods are cooked in a
combination of steam and simmering liquid. Shallow-poached foods are partially submerged in
liquid. It often contains an acid (wine or lemon juice). Aromatics, such as shallots and herbs, are
added for more flavor.
The pan is covered to capture some of the steam released by the liquid during cooking; the captured
steam cooks the part of the food that is not directly in the liquid. A significant amount of flavor is
transferred from the food to the cooking liquid. For maximum flavor, the cooking liquid (cuisson) is
usually reduced and used as the base for a sauce.
The acids give the sauce a bright, balanced flavor. Butter can be easily emulsified in the sauce;
making beurre blanc is often the sauce of choice for shallow-poached foods.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Naturally tender foods of a size and shape that allow for quick cooking are the ingredients that work
best. Fish, shellfish, and chicken breasts are among the most common options for this cooking
method.
Trim the main item as appropriate. Remove bones or skin from fish to make fillets, or suprêmes or
boneless skinless breast portions from poultry. Fish fillets may be rolled or folded around a stuffing
to form paupiettes, with the bone side of the fish showing on the exterior. Remove shellfish from the
shell, if desired.
The liquid contributes flavor to the food as well as to the sauce prepared from the cooking liquid.
Choose rich broths or stocks and add wine, vinegar, or citrus juice. Cut aromatics fine or mince them.
Other ingredients to be served along with the sauce as a garnish should be cut neatly into strips, dice,
julienne, or chiffonade. These ingredients are often sweated or par-cooked first to develop the best
possible flavor as well as to make certain that all parts of the finished dish are fully cooked at the
same time. The sauce may be a beurre blanc or sauce vin blanc, or simply the reduced cooking
liquids served as a broth.
DETERMINING DONENESS
When well prepared, shallow-poached dishes reflect the flavor of both the food and the cooking
liquid. Because acid and aromatic ingredients are included, the flavor is bright. The sauce adds a
rich, complementary flavor. In general, foods appear moist, opaque, and relatively light in color.
Fish should not have deposits of white albumin, which indicates that it has been overcooked or
cooked too quickly.
Properly cooked shallow-poached foods are very tender and exceptionally moist. And because this

technique is most often used with delicate foods, they have an almost fragile texture. If they are
falling apart or dry, however, they have been overcooked.

DEEP POACHING AND SIMMERING
Deep poaching and simmering are similar techniques. They both call for a food to be completely
submerged in a liquid that is kept at a constant, moderate temperature.
The aim of deep poaching and simmering is the same – to produce foods that are moist and
extremely tender. The distinguishing factors between the two methods are differences in cooking
temperature and appropriate types of food.
Deep poaching is done at a lower temperature and is better suited to naturally tender cuts of meat,
poultry, or fish. Poaching cooks foods at 180° to 185°F, the surface of a poaching liquid should show
some motion, sometimes called “shivering,” but no air bubbles should break the surface. Often
poaching is used to partially cook foods in order to make it easy to remove membranes, to help retain
shape, or to remove any blood or impurities.
Simmering occurs at slightly higher temperature so that the tougher cuts it is paired with can become
tender and moist during cooking. Simmering cooks foods at 185° - 200°F, there is slightly more
action on the liquid’s surface, with some air bubbles breaking. Simmered foods are often referred to
as being boiled; however, this is not an accurate description. In fact, the liquid’s temperature should
be kept as close to a boil as possible without ever reaching a true boil. Very few foods are truly
boiled, because such a vigorous cooking speed causes most meats, fish, and poultry to become tough
and stringy.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Items to be poached should be naturally tender; those to be simmered need not be since the
simmering process will tenderize them. Though portion-size cuts are often used — chicken quarters,
for example — poached and simmered items also include whole dressed fish or whole birds, or large
pieces of meat.
Wrap dressed fish in cheesecloth to protect it from breaking apart during cooking. Stuff the poultry,
if desired, and truss it to help retain its shape. Stuff meats, if desired, and tie them to maintain their
shape. The liquid used in deep poaching and simmering should be well flavored. For meat and
poultry, select a well-developed stock of the appropriate flavor. For fish and shellfish, use fish stock,
fumet, wine, or a court bouillon.
Aromatic ingredients, such as herbs and spices, wine, vegetables, vegetable juice, or citrus zest, may
be added to the cooking liquid to enhance the flavor of the finished dish. Deep-poached and
simmered foods are often served with a sauce that is prepared separately. “Boiled” beef, for instance,
is traditionally served with a horseradish sauce, and poached salmon is often served with a warm
butter emulsion sauce, such as béarnaise or mousseline sauce.
DETERMINING DONENESS
When properly cooked, deep-poached or simmered poultry and meats are fork-tender, and any juices
from poultry are nearly colorless. Poultry flesh takes on an evenly opaque appearance and offers

little resistance when pressed with a fingertip.
easily in the sockets.

When whole birds are fully cooked, the legs move

When properly cooked, the flesh of fish and shellfish is slightly firm and has lost its translucency,
taking on a nearly opaque appearance. Shellfish open and the edges of the flesh curl. Shrimp, crab,
and lobster have a bright pink or red color.
Flavor, appearance, and texture are all important. In an ideal balance the aromatics, seasonings, and
flavorings either bolster or complement the flavor of the food.

BRAISING & STEWING
The combination methods – braising and stewing – are so known because foods are usually given a
preliminary preparation step, such as the initial searing of a pot roast or blanching of veal for a
blanquette. A properly prepared braise or stew has a complexity and flavor concentration that is
simply not possible with other cooking techniques. The dish’s finished consistency should be smooth
and tender because of the slow cooking method needed to soften the main item’s tough connective
tissues.
Braises and stews are often thought of as peasant dishes because they frequently call for less tender
(and less expensive) main ingredients than do other techniques. These dishes have a robust, hearty
flavor and are often considered fall and winter meals; however, by replacing traditional ingredients
with poultry, fish, or shellfish, braises and stews can be faster to prepare, lighter in flavor and color,
and appropriate for contemporary menus.

BRAISING
A good braise is a dish of great complexity and flavor concentration that is simply not possible with
other cooking techniques. One of the benefits of braising is that tough cuts become tender as the
moist heat gently penetrates the meat and causes the connective tissues to soften.
Another bonus is that flavor is released into the cooking liquid to become the accompanying sauce;
thus, virtually all the flavor and nutrients are retained. The sauce also has exceptional body because
of the slow cooking needed to break down tough connective tissues. Tender foods, even delicate fish
and shellfish, can also be braised. To properly braise these kinds of foods, the chef must use less
cooking liquid, and must cook the food at a lower temperature and for a shorter time.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Foods to be braised are traditionally the more mature and less tender cuts. They are more deeply
flavored than the tender foods used for sautéing and steaming. Trim away all excess fat, silverskin,
and gristle. Braised foods are often, although not always, left in a single large piece that can be sliced
or carved into portions. Marinate or stuff red meat and poultry, if desired. In general, it’s a good
idea to truss or tie meat in order to maintain the proper shape.
Food may also be wrapped in lettuce leaves or other coverings to help maintain the shape and
prevent the food from breaking apart during cooking. The cooking liquids usually consist of rich

stock or a combination of a stock and a sauce (such as espagnol, demiglace, or velouté) suited to the
main item’s flavor.
Broths, essences, or vegetable juices may also be used. Wine is often used to deglaze the pan before
adding the braising liquid. Aromatic vegetables, herbs, and other ingredients are sometimes added
to the cooking liquid for more flavor. If they will be strained out of the sauce or puréed to thicken it,
peeling and uniform cuts are not so important.
When aromatic ingredients are intended as a garnish in the finished dish, however, they should be
peeled, cut to a uniform size and shape, and added to the dish in sequence, so that all components
finish cooking at the same time.
Tomatoes may be included to give the finished dish additional flavor and color. Tomato concassé,
tomato purée, or tomato paste can all be used. Prepare a sachet d’épices or bouquet garni, including
spices, herbs, and other aromatic ingredients, as desired or required by the recipe.
Use roux, roux-thickened sauces, reductions, beurre manié, or a pure starch slurry to thicken the
braising liquid for a sauce. Another approach to thickening is to purée the mirepoix and return it to
the sauce.

DETERMINING DONENESS
Cooked braised foods are fork-tender. For foods that are portion size or smaller, check for doneness
by cutting them with the side of a fork. Even though carryover cooking is not as big a factor for these
dishes as it is for roasts, grills, and sautés, it is still easier to carve foods after they are allowed to rest
for several minutes.
Braised foods have a deep color depending on the type of food. They should retain their natural
shape, although a significant amount of volume is lost during cooking. When done, braised foods are
extremely tender, almost to the point at which they can be cut with a fork. They should not,
however, be dry or fall into shreds. This would indicate that the food has been overcooked or cooked
too rapidly at a high heat.

STEWS
Stews share many similarities with braises, from the cuts of meat chosen to the texture of the finished
dish. They differ from braises in that the foods are cut into bite-sized pieces and are cooked in more
liquid.
Stews are often thought of as one-dish meals, producing a tender and highly flavored dish including
not only meat, poultry, or seafood, but also a variety of vegetables in a redolent sauce. The sauce
itself takes on a deeper flavor and body during stewing. It is also possible to finish a stew with
cream, herbs, or a liaison of eggs and cream.
SELECTION OF INGREDIENTS
Stews are based on the same cuts of meat, poultry, or fish as a braise. Trim the food of exterior and
interior fat, gristle, and sinew. Divide larger cuts along seam lines to make it easier to cut against the
grain for a more tender finished stew. The size of the cut will vary according to the style of stew, but
typically they are bite-sized cubes.
Season foods for stewing before cooking, using salt, pepper, marinades, or dry rubs to give the
finished dish a good flavor. Select the cooking liquid according to the food being stewed or the
recipe’s recommendation. Flavorful stocks or combinations of stocks and sauces, vegetable or fruit
juices, or water may be used.
Stews often include vegetables, both as an aromatic component and as an integral component of the
dish. Rinse, peel, and cut vegetables into uniform shapes so that they will cook properly. Keep the
vegetables separated so that they can be added to the stew in the proper sequence.
DETERMINING DONENESS
A well-made stew has a rich flavor and a soft, almost melting texture. The natural juices of the
ingredients, along with the cooking liquid, become concentrated, and provide both good flavor and a
full-bodied sauce. The major components in a stew retain their natural shape, although a certain
amount of volume may be lost during cooking. When done, a stew is extremely tender, almost to the
point where it can be cut with a fork but not where it falls into shreds. This would indicate that the
food has been overcooked.

“In practically every successful restaurant or hotel in this country I have been
in, more often than not, I’ve encountered a Culinary Institute of America in a
leadership position.”
Julia Child
World-famous Cooking Authority

GLOSSARY
Allumette: Vegetables (usually potatoes) or other items cut into pieces the size and shape of
matchsticks; 1/8 inch x 1/8 inch x 1 to 2 inches is standard.
Aromatic: An ingredient or preparation added to a dish to give a particular smell and flavor to a
dish, either as a supporting or contrasting flavor.
Arrowroot: A powdered starch made from a tropical root. Used primarily as a thickener. Remains
clear when cooked.
Bake: To cook food surrounding it with dry heat, as in an oven.
Barding: To cover a naturally lean meat with slabs or strips of fat, such as bacon or fatback, to baste it
during roasting or braising.
Basket Method: A method of deep frying generally used for breaded items.
Baste: To moisten food during cooking with pan drippings, sauce, or other liquid. Basting prevents
food from drying out.
Baton/Batonnet: Items cut into pieces somewhat larger than allumette or julienne; 1/4 inch x 1/4 inch
x 2 to 2 1/2 inches is standard. Translated to English as “stick” or “small stick.”
Batter: A mixture of flour and liquid, sometimes with the inclusion of other ingredients. Batters vary
in thickness but are generally semi-liquid and thinner than doughs.
Blanquette: A white stew traditionally made from white meat or lamb and garnished with
mushrooms and pearl onions.
Boil: A cooking method in which items are immersed in liquid at or above the boiling point
(212°F/100°C).
Bouquet garni: A small bundle of herbs tied with string. It is used to flavor stocks, braises, and
other preparations. Usually contains bay leaf, parsley, thyme, and possibly other aromatics.
Braise: A cooking method in which the main item, usually meat, is seared in fat, then simmered in
stock or another liquid in a covered vessel.
Broil: A cooking method in which items are cooked by a radiant heat source placed above the food.
Brunoise: Vegetables or other items cut into dice 1/8-inch square. For a brunoise cut, items are first
cut in julienne, then cut crosswise. For a fine brunoise, 1/16-inch square, cut items first in fine
julienne.
Carry-over cooking: Heat retained in cooked foods that allows them to continue cooking even after
removal from the cooking medium. Especially important to roasted foods.
Caul fat: A fatty membrane from a pig or sheep intestine that resembles fine netting; used to bard
roasts and to encase sausage forcemeat.
Cheesecloth: A light, fine mesh gauze used for straining liquids and making sachets.
Chef's knife: An all-purpose knife used for chopping, slicing, and mincing; its blade is usually
between 8 and 14 inches long.
Combination method: A cooking method that involves the application of both moist and dry heat
to the main item (for example, braising or stewing).
Conduction: A method of heat transfer in which heat is transmitted through another substance. In
cooking, when heat is transmitted to food through a pot or pan, oven walls, or racks.

Convection: A method of heat transfer in which heat is transmitted through the circulation of air or
water.
Deep fry: A cooking method in which foods are cooked by immersion in hot fat; deep-fried foods are
often coated with bread crumbs or batter before being cooked.
Deep poach: To cook food gently in enough simmering liquid to completely submerge the food.
Deglaze/Déglacer: To use a liquid, such as wine, water, or stock, to dissolve food particles and/or
caramelized drippings left in a pan after roasting or sautéing.
Dice: To cut ingredients into small cubes (1/4 inch for small, 1/3 inch for medium, and 3/4 inch for
large is standard).
Direct heat: A method of heat transfer in which heat waves radiate from a source (for example, an
open burner or grill) and travel directly to the item being heated with no conductor between heat
source and food. Examples are grilling, broiling, and toasting.
Double Basket Method: Foods that would tend to rise to the surface too rapidly are held down by
setting a second basket on top of the food when deep frying.
Dredge: To coat food with a dry ingredient such as flour or bread crumbs.
Dry sauté: To sauté without fat, usually using a nonstick pan.
Fillet/Filet: A boneless cut of meat, fish, or poultry.
Fish poacher: A long, narrow pot with straight sides and possibly a perforated rack, used for
poaching whole fish.
Fond (Fr.): 1) Stock. 2) Browned drippings released from foods into the pan as they roast or sauté.
Fritter: Sweet or savory foods coated with or mixed into batter and deep-fried (also in French,
beignet).
Fumet (Fr.): A type of stock in which the main flavoring ingredient is allowed to smother with
wine and aromatics; fish fumet is the most common type.
Garnish: An edible decoration or accompaniment to a dish.
Grill: A cooking technique in which foods are cooked by a radiant heat source placed below the food.
Also, the piece of equipment on which grilling is done. Grills may be fueled by gas, electricity,
charcoal, or wood.
Grillardin (Fr.): Grill chef/station. The position responsible for all grilled foods; may be combined
with rôtisseur.
Julienne: Vegetables or other items cut into thin strips; 1/8 inch x 1/8 inch x 1 to 2 inches is standard.
Fine julienne is 1/16 inch x 1/16 inch x 1 to 2 inches.
Jus lié (Fr.): Meat juice thickened lightly with arrowroot or cornstarch.
Larding: To insert small strips of fatback into naturally lean meats before roasting or braising; the
process is done using a larding needle.
Liaison: A mixture of egg yolks and cream used to thicken and enrich sauces.
Maître d'hôtel butter (Fr.): A compound butter flavored with chopped parsley and lemon juice.
Marbling: The intramuscular fat found in meat that makes the meat tender and juicy.
Marinade: A mixture applied to foods before cooking to flavor and moisten foods; may be liquid or
dry.

Oblique/roll cut: A knife cut used primarily with long, cylindrical vegetables such as carrots. The
item is cut on a diagonal, rolled 180 degrees, then cut on the same diagonal, producing a piece with
two angled edges.
Pan fry: A cooking method in which items are cooked in deep fat in a skillet; this generally involves
more fat than sautéing or stir frying but less than deep frying.
Pan gravy: A sauce made by deglazing pan drippings from a roast and combining them with a roux
or other starch and additional stock.
Papillote, en (Fr.): A moist-heat cooking method similar to steaming, in which items are enclosed
in parchment and cooked in the oven.
Parchment: Heat-resistant paper used in cooking for such preparations as lining baking pans,
cooking items en papillote, and covering items during shallow poaching.
Parisienne scoop: A small tool used for scooping balls out of vegetable or fruit. (Also called a melon
baller.)
Paysanne/fermier cut: A knife cut in which ingredients are cut into flat, square pieces, 1/2 inch x 1/2
inch x 1/8 inch is standard.
Poach: A method in which items are cooked gently in simmering liquid.
Poêlé: A method in which items are cooked in their own juices (usually with the addition of a
matignon, other aromatics, and melted butter) in a covered pot, usually in the oven. (Also called
butter roasting).
Polyunsaturated fat: A fat with more than one available bonding site not filled with a hydrogen
atom. Food sources include corn, cottonseed, safflower, soy, and sunflower oils.
Recovery time: The amount of time it takes the oil to return to the proper temperature after an item is
cooked.
Roast: A cooking method in which items are cooked in an oven or on a spit over a fire.
Rondelle: A knife cut that produces flat, round or oval pieces; used on cylindrical vegetables or items
trimmed into cylinders before cutting.
Rôtisseur (Fr.): Roast chef/station. The position is responsible for all roasted foods and related
sauces.
Saturated fat: A fat whose available bonding sites are entirely filled with hydrogen atoms. These tend
to be solid at room temperature and are primarily of animal origin. (Coconut and palm oil are
vegetable sources of saturated fat.) Food sources include butter, meat, cheese, chocolate, and eggs.
Saucier (Fr.): Sauté chef/station. The chef de partie responsible for all sautéed items and their
sauces.
Sauté: A cooking method in which items are cooked quickly in a small amount of fat in a pan (see
sauteuse, sautoir) on the range top.
Sauteuse: A shallow skillet with sloping sides and a single, long handle. Used for sautéing and
referred to generally as a sauté pan.
Sautoir: A shallow skillet with straight sides and a single, long handle. Used for sautéing and
referred to generally as a sauté pan.

Sear: To brown the surface of food in fat over high heat before finishing by another method (for
example, braising) in order to add flavor.
Shallow poach: A method in which items are cooked gently in a shallow pan of simmering liquid.
The liquid is often reduced and used as the basis of a sauce.
Single-stage technique: A cooking technique involving only one cooking method -- for example,
boiling or sautéing -- as opposed to more than one method, as in braising.
Smoke-roasting: A method for roasting foods in which items are placed on a rack in a pan containing
wood chips that smolder, emitting smoke, when the pan is placed on the range top or in the oven.
Spit-roast: To roast an item on a large skewer or spit over, or in front of, an open flame or other
radiant heat source.
Standard breading procedure: The assembly-line procedure in which items are dredged in flour,
dipped in beaten egg, then coated with crumbs before being pan-fried or deep-fried.
Steaming: A cooking method in which items are cooked in a vapor bath created by boiling water
or other liquids.
Stew: A technique similar to braising, where the main item is usually cut into bite-sized pieces.
Stir fry: A cooking method similar to sautéing in which items are cooked over very high heat using
little fat. Usually this is done in a wok and the food is kept moving constantly.
Swimming Method: A deep frying method generally used for battered food.
Tempura (Jap.): Seafood and/or vegetables that are coated with a light batter and deep-fried.
Tourné knife: A small knife, similar to a paring knife, with a curved blade used to cut tournéed
items.
Tourner/Tourné: To cut items, usually vegetables, into barrel, olive, or football shapes.
White Stew: A preparation where the main item is added directly to the stewing liquid without
being seared.

KITCHEN CALCULATIONS
“At the CIA, I was able to learn not only a lot about
food and its preparation but also about the industry
as a whole. It is this knowledge that helped me make
the conversion from chef to vendor in the restaurant
and hospitality industry.”
Rochelle Huppin Fleck ‘87
President, Chefwear, Inc., Chicago, IL

KITCHEN CALCULATIONS
Understanding basic math concepts is an essential part of being a successful professional in the
foodservice industry. Math is used to control food costs, develop recipes, and control quality.
Without the basic math concepts, a foodservice professional would not be able to determine the cost
to prepare a recipe and, therefore, would be unable to determine if it is profitable to do so.

YIELD PERCENTAGE
Yield Percent is a vital tool for determining how much of a product to purchase or used in a recipe.
Calculating yield percentage is critical to placing an accurate food order. Improperly calculating your
food order can result in having too much or too little of a given ingredient. Too much of an ingredient
will put you in the situation of scrambling to create a new dish to entice your customers and use your
excess product. On the flip-side, running short of an item or ingredient can only lead to
disappointment for customers longing for your new “signature dish.”
Determining the Yield Percentage of your recipes in advance will lead to greater efficiencies and a
more productive operation. By utilizing the following formulas and tips, you and your staff will
lower your food costs and create a healthier bottom-line.

As-Purchased Quantity (APQ): The weight, volume, or count of the product as it is received from the
vendor. The cost of 50# bag of potatoes, before fabrication, is the as-purchased quantity or APQ.
Edible Portion Quantity (EPQ): The weight, volume, or count of the product after it has been
cleaned, peeled, or prepared (fabricated) and is ready for use. The word edible signifies the condition
of the product as ready for use in the dish you are going to prepare within your operation.
Trim: The weight or volume of the waste. This factor can be determined mathematically as the
difference between APQ and EPQ.
APQ – EPQ = Trim
Example: The edible portion of a cleaned bag of 50# of potatoes would be the EPQ and would weigh
in at approximately 42.5 pounds.
50 lbs – 42.5 lbs = 7.5 lbs (trim)

Tip: Not all trim is loss; if the trim is usable, then it is not loss. For example, if the potato
peels can be used in a vegetable stock for soup, they would not be considered trim.
Utilizing the trim will make a kitchen run more cost-effectively; however, the value of the
skins may be so small that it might not be worth allocating this cost to the ultimate recipe.

Yield Percentage: The percentage of the as-purchased quantity that is edible. There are three major
applications for yield percentage.
1. Computing the minimum amount to order
2. Recipe costing
3. Determining the maximum number of servings that a purchased amount will yield
Yield Percentage Formula = Edible Portion Quantity/As-Purchased Quantity x 100
Example: Your operation has purchased 50 pounds of potatoes. Upon cleaning and peeling, there
are 42.5 pounds remaining and 7.5 pounds of trim. We will use the 3-Step Process to Calculate Yield
Percentage.
1. Identify the EPQ and APQ
APQ = 50 pounds (whole potatoes)
EPQ = 42.5 pounds (cleaned and peeled potatoes)

2. Determine if the units are the same before calculating the yield percentage
Both the APQ and EPQ are in pounds - if not, use the Bridge Method to
calculate the units uniformly. For example:
Converting teaspoons to tablespoons:
12 tsp/1 x 1 tbsp/3 tsp = 12/3 or 4 tablespoons
Converting tablespoons to cups:
12 tsp/1 x 1 tbsp/3 tsp = 12/3 or 4 tablespoons
4 tbsp/1 x 1 cup/16 tbsp = 4/16 = .25 cups or ¼ cup
The Bridge Method results in 12 teaspoons or ¼ cup

3. Substitute the weights of the EPQ and APQ into the following formula
Yield Percentage = EPQ/APQ or 42.5 pounds/50 pounds = .85*100 = 85%

Tip: Certain conditions may affect your yield percentage:
An employee’s skill in cleaning the product will have an enormous effect on the yield
percentage – skilled employees will not create as much waste
The size of the product also has an effect on the yield percentage – cleaning smaller
carrots will create more waste and a lower yield percentage
The condition of the product has an effect on the yield – if your operation is not using
the freshest products available, the yield percentage will be lower

Example: Steps for an Actual Yield Percentage
Carrots are used in the following example, but the same procedure holds true for all fruits and
vegetables.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purchase carrots
Weigh the carrots (APQ)
Clean the carrots (peel & trim ends)
Weigh the clean carrots (EPQ)
Using the APQ & EPQ weights, calculate the yield percentage using the Yield Percentage
formula:
Yield Percentage = EPQ/APQ

Yield percentage is an extremely useful tool. However, in reality, there may not always be sufficient
time to do an actual yield test. On the next page you will find a chart of Approximate Yields of
Fruits and Vegetables. The chart provides a yield percentage of a sampling of items and information
regarding as-purchased weight of certain fruits and vegetables.

Tip: The butcher’s yield test is very similar to the yield test for fruits and vegetables. The
main difference is that the trim created during the fabrication of meat and poultry has
value, whereas in most cases, the trim created when you fabricate fruits and vegetables
does not.

APPROXIMATE YIELDS OF FRUITS & VEGETABLES
APPROX.
WGT/EA
2# ea

.44# ea

1.5# bu
2.5# ea

2# head
2# bu

26 oz ea
.58# ea
1.25# ea

16 oz
3.5 oz
2.2 oz
6.6 oz
.125# ea

.75# bu
2.25#
head

ITEM
Anise
Apples
Apricots
Artichokes
Asparagus
Avocado
Bananas
Beans, green/wax
Beans, lima, in shell
Beets, no tops
Beets, with tops
Beet greens
Blackberries
Blueberries
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage, green
Cantaloupe, no rind
Carrots, no tops
Carrots, with tops
Cauliflower
Celery
Celery root (celeriac)
Chard
Coconut
Collards
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Endive, chicory, escarole
Figs
Fruit for juice*
Grapefruit
Lemon
Lime
Oranges, Fla.
Garlic bulb (10-12 cloves)
Grapefruit sections
Grapes, seedless
Kale
Kohlrabi
Leeks
Lettuce, iceberg

Lettuce, leaf
* the yield percentages of producing juice.

Yield %
75
76
94
48
56
75
68
88
40
76
49
56
92
92
61
74
79
50
82
60
45
75
75
77
53

APPROX.
WGT/EA

.33# bu

.33# bu

.33# ea
.19# ea
4# ea

95
81
74
82
45*
45*
35*
50*
87
47
94
74
55
52
74
67

3# ea
.03# ea

.83# ea
1.8# ea
.36# ea
.58# ea

ITEM
Melons:
Cantaloupe
Casaba
Cranshaw
Honeydew, no rind
Watermelon, flesh
Mushrooms
Mustard Greens
Nectarines
Okra
Onions, green (10-12)
Onions, large
Orange sections
Parsley
Parsnips
Peaches
Pears
Peas, green, in the shell
Peppers, green
Peppers, fryers
Persimmons
Pineapple
Plums, pitted
Pomegranates
Potatoes, red
Potatoes, chef
Potatoes, sweet
Radishes, with tops
Radishes, no tops
Raspberries
Rhubarb, no leaves
Rutabagas
Salsify
Shallots
Spinach
Squash:
Acorn
Butternut
Hubbard
Yellow
Zucchini
Strawberries

Yield %
50
50
50
60
46
97
68
86
78
60
89
70
76
85
76
78
38
82
85
82
52
85
54
81
85
80
63
85
97
86
85
64
89
74
78
52
66
95
95
87

COST CALCULATIONS
Determining cost is one of the most important parts in budgeting and predicting. Most of the food
items you receive from your suppliers are packed and priced using wholesale bulk sizes – crates,
cases, bags, or cartons. However, in kitchen production, the quantity in the package may be used for
several different menu items.
In order to allocate the proper prices to the recipes you are preparing, it is necessary to convert the
price of the purchase package into unit prices – price per pound, each, dozen, quart, etc.
Applying the cost-per-unit formula is integral to a successful operation. If you do not calculate these
formulas, you will not be able to properly estimate the cost of menu items in your kitchen. And
ultimately, you will not be able to arrive at a selling price that will offer you a reasonable profit.
The following formulas and tips will assist you and your staff to determine the total costs of the
dishes you are serving.

Determining Food Cost Control: The price paid for goods is the as-purchased cost. Products,
however, are purchased in many units. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the cost per unit (per
smaller unit contained in the larger unit) to achieve the cost on an ingredient in a particular recipe.
Cost Per Unit: As-Purchased cost/Number of units
Example: The cost of a case of canned Italian plum tomatoes is $18.78 and there are 6 cans in the case.
The price per can is as follows:
Cost Per Portion/Selling Price: $18.78/6 = $3.13
From this information, you can calculate the price per can (per item). And, with the two values, price
per can and the amount needed for the recipe can be calculated.

Tip: The cost per unit is essential when comparing pricing on different brands, or pricing
from various suppliers, to determine the ultimate cost.

Example: Cost Per Unit
Supplier 1: Cost on a case of canned Chickpeas is $9.29 and there are 16 (16 ounce) cans in the case.
The price per can is as follows:
Cost Per Portion/Selling Price: $9.29/16 = $0.58
Supplier 2: Cost on a case of canned Chickpeas is $12.29 and there are 24 (16 ounce) cans in the case.
The price per can is as follows:
Cost Per Portion/Selling Price: $12.29/24 = $0.51
It may not have been apparent at first, but as you can see, quality being equal, there is a costsavings when dealing with supplier #2 on your Chickpea orders. Depending upon your usage of
this item, this could translate into a significant savings over the course of one year.

Total Cost: Total cost in the foodservice industry is based on how much of a product is used for a
particular recipe, not on what is purchased.

Calculating As-Purchased Cost: After the cost per unit has been calculated, the total cost formula
needs to be applied to determine how much an ingredient in a particular recipe is costing your
operation.
As-Purchased Cost = Number of Units x Cost per Unit
Example: Your operation’s Chicken Tarragon recipe calls for 1-½ teaspoons of dried tarragon leaves.
One tablespoon of tarragon weighs .08 ounces. Your operation purchases tarragon in 4-ounce jars for
$5.77 per jar. How much will the tarragon cost for this particular recipe?
To determine the cost of the tarragon, we will use the 7-Steps of Calculating As-Purchased Cost.
1. Determine the quantity you are costing
We need to determine the cost of 1 ½ teaspoons of tarragon
2. Identify the given as-purchased cost information
The purchase price of a jar of tarragon is $5.77

3. Select the unit to be used for the as-purchased cost and the quantity (must be the
same incremental unit)
Both the conversion and the cost are in ounces; ounces will be used to
determine the cost
4. Perform the calculations necessary to convert the as-purchased cost and/or quantity to
the unit chosen in step 3

Use the following formulas to determine the Quantity and As-Purchased Cost
Quantity:
1.5 teaspoons/1 x 1 tablespoons/3 teaspoons = 1.5/3 or .5 tablespoons
.5 tablespoons/1 x .08 ounces/1 tablespoon = .04 ounces
As-Purchased Cost: As-Purchased cost/Number of units
$5.77/ 4 ounces = $1.4425 per ounce
5. Substitute these numbers into the as-purchased cost formula and multiply to find the
As-Purchased cost
Use the following formula to find the Total Cost
Total Cost: Number of units/Cost per unit
.04 ounces x $1.4425 per ounce = $.0577
6. Round to the next higher increment
$.0577 rounds up to $.06
7. Check your work to insure that your answer is reasonable

Tip: When solving for total cost, any related unit may be selected to solve for the
equation. In the example above, teaspoons, tablespoons, ounces or pounds could have
been chosen. It usually requires fewer calculations to convert to a weight value (ounces
or pounds), and knowing the cost per ounce or per pound of a given ingredient is usually
more useful due to the number of applications.

EDIBLE PORTION CONTROLS
There is a substantial amount of math involved in calculating the cost of ingredients you will be using
in your kitchen. It is imperative that you and your employees master this skill so that you can
correctly determine the costs of your menu items and ultimately their selling prices.
As we have learned, the cost of the fruits or vegetables you are using in the recipes you prepare in
your operation must include the cost of the trim, or else you will underestimate the expenses.
The following are some basic formulas and tips to calculating edible portion costs, so your business
can capitalize their kitchen costs.

As-Purchased Cost (APC): The cost paid to your supplier for the non-fabricated (uncleaned) fruits or
vegetables you purchase.

Edible Portion Cost (EPC): The cost per unit of the fabricated (cleaned) fruit or vegetable. The EPC
accounts not only for the cost of the fabricated product but also for the cost of the trim.
Edible Portion Cost: As-Purchased Cost (APC)/Yield Percentage (in decimal form)

Calculating Edible Portion Cost for Ingredients with Less than 100% Yield - The following steps
will allow you to calculate the edible portion cost for any ingredient that must be trimmed.
Finding Total Cost - Upon determining the Edible Portion Cost (EPC) per unit, the Total-Cost
formula needs to be applied.
1. Replace the number of units with the Edible Portion Quantity
2. Replace the Cost Per Unit with the Edible Portion Cost Per Unit
3. Solve for the Total Cost
Total-Cost Formula:

Total Cost = EPQ x EPC per unit

Steps for Calculating the Total Cost Using the Edible Portion Cost - The following steps will help
you calculate total cost.
1. Calculate Edible Portion cost
2. Decide the unit to use and perform the calculations to convert the As-Purchased Cost
(APC) to the unit
3. Find the Yield Percentage (Yield Percentage Formula = Edible Portion Quantity/AsPurchased Quantity x 100)
Example: You are purchasing broccoli for a private party. In order to calculate the cost of the
broccoli that will be served, the cost per pound must be determined. The broccoli was purchased by
the bunch for $1.08. Broccoli has a 61% yield and each bunch weighs 1.5 pounds. We will use the 5Step Process to Calculate Edible Portion Cost.
1. Identify the given As-Purchased Cost (APC) information
The As-Purchased Cost is $1.08 per bunch
2. Decide which unit of measure to use and perform the calculations necessary to convert
the As-Purchased cost (APC) to this unit
The example is asking for the cost of broccoli per pound, therefore, we will use
the cost-per-unit formula to calculate the cost per pound for broccoli
Cost Per Unit: As-Purchased Cost/Number of Units
$1.08/1.5 pounds = $.72 per pound
3. Find the Yield Percentage
The Yield Percentage for broccoli is given at 61%
4. Substitute the As-Purchased Cost and the Yield percentage into the Edible Portion
Cost formula and calculate
Edible Portion Cost = As-Purchased Cost/Yield % (in decimal form)
.72 per pound/.61 = $1.181 per pound, or $1.19
5. Check your work to insure that your answer is reasonable

When a fruit of vegetable is bought already cleaned, the price will include the trim loss,
extra packaging, and labor, among other costs. This makes the cost of a cleaned product
greater than the cost of an uncleaned product, even though there are costs attached to
fabricating the fruit or vegetable in-house.

Example: You are making pesto sauce for a chicken dish on your menu. You purchase basil in
bunches. Each bunch weighs 2 ½ ounces and costs $.79 per bunch. One tablespoon of basil weighs
.09 ounces, and basil has a 56% yield. How much will 1 cup of cleaned, chopped basil cost for this
recipe?
We will first calculate to determine the Edible Portion Cost and will then calculate to find the Total
Cost.
1. Identify the given As-Purchased Cost (APC) information
The As-Purchased Cost is $.79 per bunch
2. Decide which unit of measure to use and perform the calculations necessary to
convert the As-Purchased cost (APC) to this unit
The example is asking for the cost of basil per ounce; therefore, we will use the
cost-per-unit formula to calculate the cost per ounce of basil
Cost Per Unit: As-Purchased Cost/Number of Units
$.79/2.5 ounces = $.316 per pound
3. Find the Yield Percentage
The Yield Percentage for pesto is given at 56%
4. Substitute the As-Purchased Cost and the Yield percentage into the Edible Portion
Cost formula and calculate
Edible Portion Cost = As-Purchased Cost/Yield % (in decimal form)
.316 per pound/.56 = $.5642 per ounce
5. Check your work to insure that your answer is reasonable

Since we have determined the Edible Portion Cost, we can now calculate for total cost and determine
how much the cup of chopped basil will cost.
1. Calculate the Edible Portion Cost (EPC)
The EPC has been determined to be $.5642 per ounce
2. Perform the calculations needed so that the EPQ and EPC are the same unit
The cost is in ounces, so using the Bridge Method, we will convert the cup of
basil to ounces
1 cup/1 x 16 tablespoons/1 cup = 16 tablespoons/1 x .09 ounces/.56 = 1.44
ounces

3. Substitute the numbers in the Total Cost Formula
Total Cost = Edible Portion Quantity x Edible Portion Cost per Unit
1.44 ounces x $.5642 per ounce = $.8124
4. Round any partial pennies up to the next higher cent
The cost of a cup of chopped fresh basil is $.8124 or $.82
5. Check your work to insure that your answer is reasonable

Tip: Many products have a 100% yield, such as flour, sugar, dried spices, wines, spirits,
syrups, and processed foods. The Edible Portion Cost may still be computed for these
products, but you would divide by 1 (the decimal form of 100%). And as a result, the
Edible Portion Cost and the As-Purchased Costs are the same.

Finding the Cost of Meat and Poultry: When determining the cost of the meat or poultry that you
fabricate, the terminology changes. For meat and poultry, the terms New Fabricated Cost and New
Fabricated Price per Pound are used instead of Edible Portion Cost.
The New Fabricated Price Per Pound recognizes the value of the trim that results from the
fabrication process. Unlike fruits and vegetables, the trim for meat and poultry has a greater value,
which needs to be accounted for when calculating the New Fabricated Price per Pound.
New Fabricated Price per Pound = New Fabricated Cost/New Fabricated Weight
Example: You operation has purchased a rib that weighs 36.9 pounds. The fat weighed 8 pounds,
the bones weighed 7.3 pounds, and the usable trim weighed 8.7 pounds. The entire rib was originally
purchased for $2.03 per pound, resulting in a New Fabricated Weight of $2.03 per pound. The AsPurchased Cost was calculated by multiplying the As-Purchased Weight by the As-Purchased price
per pound (36.9 x $2.03 = $74.91).

We will use the following 4-Step Process to determine the New Fabricated Price per Pound.
1.

To determine the value of the trim, check the current market prices with your
purveyor
This example is based on the following prices:
 Fat =
$0.02 per pound
 Bones =
$0.46 per pound
 Usable Trim =
$2.45 per pound

2. The total trim value is calculated by multiplying the number of pounds by the
number of pounds of each type of trim
Fat:
$0.02 per pound x 8 pounds =
Bones:
$0.46 per pound x 7.3 pounds =
Usable Trim:
$2.45 per pound x 8.7 pounds =
Total Trim Value:

$ .016
$ 3.36
$21.32
$24.84

3. Determine the New Fabricated Cost
Total Trim Value – As-Purchased Cost = $74.91 - $24.84 = $50.07
4. Determine the New Fabricated Price per Pound, but substituting the New Fabricated
Cost and the New Fabricated Weight into the formula
New Fabricated Price per Pound:
New Fabricated Cost/New Fabricated Weight
$50.07/12.9 = $3.89 per pound
This is the price you would use if you were costing a recipe with this particular fabricated meat as
an ingredient.

“In addition to the hands-on education, a clear understanding of
the business realities and their practical application in the
culinary arts was stressed in almost every class. I’ve achieved my
professional goals by hard work, applying my knowledge and
experience, and I could not have done this without my CIA
education”.
Ryan Baxter ‘87
Director of Culinary Research & Development
Cargill Foods, FL

RECIPE COSTING
Controlling food costs is imperative in the restaurant business. If costs are not controlled
successfully, no matter how good your food may be or how many loyal customers you have, your
business cannot survive.
Excellence in the culinary arts is just one of the many skills needed to be successful in the foodservice
industry. The importance of recipe costing cannot be overlooked.
Recipe costing is the basis of good food cost control. The following are some basic formulas and tips
to achieving a profitable bottom-line.
Food Cost Percentage (FC%): The percentage of the selling price that pays for the ingredients. The
formulas for the food cost percentage are:
Food Cost/Food Sales
or
Cost Per Portion/Selling Price
Example: The cost per portion of an appetizer is $1.55, and you are charging $6.95 per serving. The
food cost percentage calculation is as follows:
Cost Per Portion/Selling Price: $1.55/$6.95 = .22 or 22%
This indicates that 22% of the sales of your appetizer pay for ingredients used to make the dish. The
other 78% encompasses the other expenses the operation incurs in making the appetizer – labor,
utilities, rent, etc. – with the remaining amount representing your profit.
You can also look at food cost as it relates to a dollar. If a recipe has a 40% food cost, then the food
cost is $0.40 for each $1.00 of sales.

Tip: The food cost percentage for an operation is extremely important. It is one of the
tools used by successful managers to evaluate profitability and menu items. Food cost for
individual recipes:
Determines the selling price
Forms the basis for a strong cost control program

Determining the Selling Price: Once you have calculated the recipe cost, the cost per portion can be
calculated using the following formula:
Cost Per Portion: Total Recipe Cost/Number of Portions

Example: The total cost of a given entrée on your menu is $28.56 and you are yielding 8 portions per
recipe. The cost per portion calculation is as follows:
Cost Per Portion: $28.56/8 = $3.57
The cost per portion is then used to calculate the selling prices based on a desired food cost
percentage:
Selling Price: Cost Per Portion/Food Cost Percentage (in decimal form)
Example: We have determined that the cost per portion is $3.57 and the food cost percentage is 25%
for your operations; the selling price would then be:
Selling Price: $3.57/. 25 = $14.28

Tip: Determining food cost through the use of food cost forms and comparing it to the
actual food cost, based on inventory, is a good method of making sure that your operation
is running efficiently.

FOOD COST FORM
Menu Item ___________________________________________ Date ___________________
Number of Portions ___________________________________ Size ___________________
Cost per Portion _______________ Selling Price ____________ Food Cost % ____________

INGREDIENTS

Total Recipe Cost

Recipe Quantity (EP)

Cost

Weight

APC/Unit

Volume

Count

Total
Yield % EPC/Unit

Cost

Chef One-to-One: A Focus on Competition
“I initially got involved in culinary competitions through the ACF (American Culinary
Federation). Along with my participation in three-man team competitions, I’ve
worked as an advisor to The Culinary Institute of America’s Olympic team and I am
currently preparing for the Master Chef Examination. I’ve been fortunate to judge
competitions that are both within the ACF guidelines, as well as those within the
ProStart guidelines for high school level participants. In my opinion, competition is an
introspective event. It takes a person with the right attitude to face potential criticism
and judgement. The feedback participants receive is meant to confirm their abilities
and suggest areas in need of improvement. It is unfortunate when individuals enter
competitions strictly for the money or the medals because the experience and
knowledge gained is much greater than the materialistic reward. Competitions teach
participants about efficiency, both individually and within teams. They emphasize
proficiency, organization and teamwork. Participants need to have a mental grasp of
the task at hand when preparing for competitions. Mental preparation helps to keep
everything in line when in the heat of the moment. Traveling light is an asset as well.
When planning what equipment to bring, participants should have a good sharp knife,
a cutting board, and a couple of pots and pans. It’s really important to economize,
think through each step of the process, and inquire about what will be available
(equipment, ingredients, etc.) on the day of the competition. In ProStart, part of the
judging is based on what the student is responsible for. There is significant weight
placed on how participants work, their attention to hygiene and sanitation, time and
workspace management, equipment care and ingredient choices. Above all, flavor
carries the most weight in the final score. If the flavor is there, the look, color and
overall presentation will usually follow suit. Bear in mind that high school
competitions, such as ProStart, are based on fundamental techniques. They’re less
about the art of cooking and more about the function of cooking and the creation of
flavor. Students will benefit from educators that focus on team organization, building
structure within the team and creating a clear agenda that stresses the commitment
needed for success. Competition boils down to commitment. It’s an all or nothing
game.”
Dan Kish ’88, C.H.E.
Associate Professor in Culinary Arts
The Culinary Institute of America

GLOSSARY
APC/Unit: The as-purchased cost per unit is the current market price or the as-purchased price, and
the unit upon which price is based.
Cost Per Portion: The cost of each serving. It is the total recipe cost divided by the number of
portions.
Date: The day, month, and year the cost was calculated. This can be important for later analysis.
EPC/Unit: Edible portion cost per unit is the cost per unit of the fabricated fruit or vegetable. This
cost accounts not only for the cost of the fabricated product but also for the trim loss. This is
calculated by dividing the APC by the yield percentage. If there is no waste or trim, the yield percent
column may be left blank.
Food Cost Percentage: An expression of food cost in relation to the selling price. It is the cost per
portion divided by the selling price.
Ingredients: All the food items that make up the recipe, including specific sizes or ID numbers.
Menu Item: The name of the recipe identified as accurately as possible, using a menu number if
necessary.
Number of Portions: The number of portions the recipe makes or yields.
Recipe Quantity: This will be listed by weight, volume, or count depending on the recipe. The recipe
quantity is usually the edible portion quantity with some exceptions. Recipe quantity is recorded in
one of three ways: 1) Count (each, bunch, case, etc.) 2) Volume (cups, pints, tablespoons etc.) 3) Weight
(pounds, ounces, grams, etc.)
Selling Price: Based on the food cost percentage allowed by the budget. It is the cost per portion
divided by the food cost percentage (in decimal form).
Size: The portion size normally served. This applies to menu items and is generally given in the
recipe; it is not calculated.
Total Cost: The total cost of each ingredient used.
Total Recipe Cost: The sum of all items in the total cost column. This represents the total estimated
cost of the recipe.
Yield Percentage: Many foods are not purchased already cleaned, and with these, some waste (trim)
is expected. The yield percentage is used to adjust the as-purchased cost to compensate for trim loss.

HOW TO CONSTRUCT AND
BALANCE MENUS
I enrolled in the CIA when I realized that even though I was
already Sous Chef, my business skills were not getting
developed; at the CIA I learned how to be successful as a
business person in the foodservice area.”
Robert Danhi ’91
Executive Chef, Two Chefs on a Roll, Carson, CA

HOW TO CONSTRUCT AND BALANCE MENUS
Once the food has been cooked perfectly, the final task is to prepare the plate for the guest. It is in
completing this last detail that you apply the finishing touches. The placement of each element, the
combination of colors, textures, and even heights on a plate, the appearance of the plate itself, and the
addition of a garnish tell the guests immediately that you have done your job carefully and with
pride.

MENU DEVELOPMENT
Menus are used to give both waitstaff and guests important information about what the
establishment offers. Recipes give detailed instructions to aid kitchen staff in producing menu items.
But, more than that, carefully designed menus and comprehensive recipes can help the professional
chef streamline kitchen operations and control costs.
A menu is a powerful tool. It is a marketing and merchandising vehicle. It establishes and reinforces
the total restaurant concept, from the style of china and flatware selected to staff training needs. It
can assist the chef in organizing the day’s work, ordering food, reducing waste and increasing profits.
Menu development is a process aimed at crafting a menu that satisfies the guest as well as makes a
profit for the operation. The way a menu is developed or adapted, as well as the way menu prices
are established, is a reflection of how well the operation’s concept or business plan has been defined.
Sometimes the menu evolves as the business plan is refined. In other scenarios, the concept comes
first and the menu comes later. In still others, the menu may be the guiding principle that gives a
particular stamp to the way the restaurant concept evolves.
Throughout the menu development and planning process, the chef needs to keep abreast of current
trends and the competition to be sure that the menu is one that meets customers’ expectations as well
as the skills and abilities of the facilities and the staff. A careful review process for every menu item
identifies areas you can improve, modify, or adapt to meet all of your objectives – great food, great
service, a great experience, and when the day is done, a profit.
Menus also tell guests what items are available and how much they cost. They tell the kitchen staff
additional vital things, such as whose responsibility it is to prepare the dish’s components or to plate
and garnish it. Menu items are typically assigned to a specific station. As the menu changes – daily,
weekly, or seasonally – the tasks for that station also change. The preparation of certain garnishes,
side dishes, sauces, or marinades may be organized so that the work is done by each individual chef
or cook, or it may be the specific duty of a single prep cook. À la carte menus call for certain types of
advance work and mise en place to help the chef adjust to the unpredictable workflow. Banquet
menus call for different advance work strategies.
Consult the menu, determine which items you and your team are responsible for, and then read the
recipes for those items carefully so that you understand all the tasks that must be performed in
advance as well as the time of plating and serving the food.

RECIPES
A recipe is a written record of the ingredients and preparation steps needed to make a particular
dish. The form a recipe takes depends on who will ultimately be using the recipe and the medium in
which the recipe will be presented.
Before starting to cook from any recipe, the first step is always to read through the recipe in its
entirety to gain an understanding of exactly what is required. This step will alert you to any
surprises that the recipe might contain, such as requiring an unusual piece of equipment or an
overnight cooling period. This is also the point at which you must decide if any modifications to the
recipe are in order. Perhaps the recipe makes only ten portions and you want to make fifty, or vice
versa.
In increasing or decreasing the yield, you may discover that you need to make equipment
modifications as well to accommodate the new volume of food. Or you might decide that you want
to omit, add, or substitute an ingredient. All of these decisions should be made before any ingredient
preparation or cooking begins.
Once you have read through and evaluated or modified the recipe, it is time to get your mise en place
(the ingredients and equipment) together. In many recipes, the ingredient list will indicate how the
ingredient should be prepared (for example, being parboiled or cut into pieces of a certain size)
before the actual cooking or assembling begins.
MEASURING INGREDIENTS
Accurate measurements are crucial to recipes. In order to keep costs in line and ensure consistency of
quality and quantity, ingredients and portion sizes must be measured correctly each time a recipe is
made.
Ingredients are purchased and used according to one of three measuring conventions: count, volume,
or weight. They may be purchased according to one system and measured for use in a recipe
according to another.
Count is a measurement of whole items, as one would purchase them. The terms each, bunch, and
dozen all indicate units of count measure. If the individual item has been processed, graded, or
packaged according to established standards, count can be a useful, accurate way to measure
ingredients. It is less accurate for ingredients requiring some advance preparation or without any
established standards for purchasing. Garlic cloves illustrate the point well. If a recipe calls for 2
garlic cloves, the intensity of garlic in the dish will change depending upon whether the cloves you
use are large or small.
Volume is a measurement of the space occupied by a solid, liquid, or gas. The term’s teaspoon (tsp),
tablespoon (tbsp), fluid ounce (fl oz), cup, pint (pt), quart (qt), gallon (gal), milliliter (mL), and liter (L) all
indicate units of volume measure. Graduated containers (measuring cups) and utensils for which the
volume is known (such as a 2-ounce ladle or a teaspoon) are used to measure volume.

Volume measurements are best suited to liquids, though they are also used for solids, especially
spices, in small amounts. Tools used for measuring volume are not always as precise as necessary,
especially if you must often increase or decrease a recipe. Volume measuring tools need not conform
to any regulated standards. Therefore, the amount of an ingredient measured with one set of spoons,
cups, or pitchers could be quite different from the amount measured with another set.
Weight is a measurement of the mass or heaviness of a solid, liquid, or gas. The terms ounce (oz),
pound (lb), gram (g), and kilogram (kg) all indicate units of weight measure. Scales are used to measure
weight, and they must meet specific standards for accuracy. In professional kitchens, weight is
usually the preferred type of measurement because it is easier to attain accuracy with weight than it
is with volume.
STANDARDIZED RECIPES
The recipes used in a professional kitchen are known as standardized recipes. Unlike published
recipes, standardized recipes are tailored to suit the needs of an individual kitchen. Preparing wellwritten and accurate standardized recipes are a big part of the professional chef’s work in all
foodservice settings, as they include much more than just ingredient names and preparation steps.
Standardized recipes establish total yields, portion sizes, holding and serving practices, and plating
information, and they set standards for cooking temperatures and times. These standards help to
ensure consistent quality and quantity, and permit chefs to monitor the efficiency of their work and
reduce costs by eliminating waste.
They also allow the wait staff to become familiar with a dish, so they can answer guests’ questions
accurately and honestly. For example, the type of oil used in a dish may matter very much to a guest,
especially if it is an oil to which he or she has an allergy.
Standardized recipes can be recorded by hand or electronically, using a recipe management program
or other computerized database. They should be recorded in a consistent, clear, easy-to-follow form
and should be readily accessible to all staff members. Instruct kitchen staff to follow standardized
recipes to the letter unless instructed otherwise, and encourage service staff to refer to standardize
recipes when a question arises about ingredients or preparation methods.
As you prepare a standardized recipe, be as precise and consistent as you can. Include as many of
the following elements as necessary:

 Name/title of the food item or dish
 Yield information for the recipe, expressed as one or more of the following: total weight,
total volume, total number of portions
 Portion information for each serving, expressed as one or more of the following: a specific
number of items (count), volume, weight
 Ingredient names, expressed in appropriate detail, specifying variety or brand as necessary
 Ingredient measures expressed as one of more of the following: count, volume, weight

 Ingredient preparation instructions, sometimes included in the ingredient name, sometimes
expressed in the method itself as a step
 Equipment information for preparation, cooking, storing, holding, and serving an item
 Preparation steps detailing mise en place, cooking methods, and temperatures for safe food
handling
 Service information, describing how to finish and plate a dish, add side dishes, sauces, and
garnishes, if any, and listing proper service temperatures
 Holding and reheating procedures, describing procedures, equipment, times and
temperatures for safe storage
 Critical control points (CCPs) at appropriate stages in the recipe to indicate temperatures
and times for safe food-handling procedures during storage, preparation, holding, and
reheating

"In order to win it all, you must be willing to lose it all. Rely on skill and
simplicity and not on an extensive variety of ingredients.
And don't forget to have fun!"
Carlos Villanueva, AOS Culinary Student,
Florida Restaurant Association School to Career
2004 Student of The Year & Grand Prize Winner
2004 'Taste of Florida'

ENHANCING FOOD PRESENTATION
The food is generally the focal point for the guest. It supplies the majority of the drama, excitement,
and interaction and it falls to the chef to produce food that is flavorful and attractive. Food
presentation is an important opportunity that allows chefs to emphasize the talents of the kitchen
staff. The chef’s task is to exploit the full sensory potential of every dish to create a presentation that
is practical, functional, and appealing to all the senses, which heightens the guest’s experience.
Menu selections and food presentation integrate all aspects of the foodservice operation – including
the theme, the menu, the style of service, and your clients’ expectations. The goal is never to simply
meet those expectations and standards, but to exceed them.
THE ROLE OF DESIGN
Judgments about what is fashionable or beautiful are subjective. They change over time, sometimes
quite rapidly. However, the basic principles behind good design and presentation remain constant,
even if the specific expressions of those principles keep evolving into new styles and trends. It is
important to remember and always think of these techniques as enhancements to the foods’ appeal.
The food on a plate supplies important visual elements: colors, textures, and shapes. Additionally,
the foods you serve also supply two important, but non-visual, elements: aroma and flavor. The
design principles at the chef’s disposal include symmetrical or asymmetrical compositions,
contrasting or complementary arrangements, and the use of lines to create patterns or indicate
motion.
A variety of words can be used to describe the elements and effect of plate design and presentation –
simple, elegant, balanced, integrated, unified. A certain amount of regularity and repetition is
comfortable and appealing, but too much of anything becomes monotonous, whether it is an
ingredient, a color, a shape, a flavor, or a texture. The real importance and focus of the food should
always lay, ultimately, in its flavor and texture.

THE ROLE OF COLOR
Your guests will associate color in very specific ways; therefore, a food’s natural color is an important
factor to consider in design and presentation of a dish. Green gives the impression of freshness and
vitality. Browns, golds, and maroons are warming, comforting, and rich. Orange and red are
intense, powerful colors.
A dish should have colors that are in harmony (for example, green, blue, and violet are
complementary colors, while blue and orange are contrasting). Clashing or contrasting colors are
rarely an issue; a more common problem is the overuse of one color, which has a tendency to make
the food look flat and unexciting.
THE ROLE OF TEXTURE
Texture is important to the way the food looks, as well as the way it feels in our mouths. The surface
of a food will have a tendency to either reflect light or absorb it, making some foods glossy and others
matte. Some foods have highly textured exteriors while others are very smooth. The way the food
feels when you bite into it is another aspect of texture that the chef needs to include in a plan. Too
much of the same texture is monotonous.

THE FOCAL POINT
Food has many dimensions and the shape, height, and lines of the food are important components of
presentation. Cubes, cylinders, spheres, pyramids, and lines are just some of the shapes food can
assume.
Alternating or repeating shapes in a design is one way to add visual interest to food arrangements;
you can modify the natural shape of a food by cutting or slicing it. To give height to foods that are
naturally flat, you can roll or fold them, and arrange them in piles or pyramids.
Dimension can also be added to a dish by providing strong, clean lines that arrange the food neatly
and logically; these lines can be straight, curved, or angled. When two lines meet, they create a shape
and when a line is repeated, a pattern emerges. The more evenly spaced the lines, the more obvious
the pattern, the wider the spaces, the more obvious they are as discrete lines.
By providing a focal point to a dish you can introduce a large shape into a field of smaller shapes
while adding height and make the arrangement logical and sensible to the guest. One common focal
point, sometimes referred to as a grosse pièce (literally “big piece”), is simply a portion of a larger item,
such as a roast leg of lamb or a terrine, left intact and arranged on the platter; the guest can instantly
identify the food. Sometimes, in place of a gross pièce, there may be one or more significant garnish
elements. Such a garnish functions in the same way as a gross pièce; they too are most effective, and
attractive, when they offer some information about the food instead of simply adding a spot of color.
The position of the focal point on a plate determines how the food is arranged. A focal point
positioned off center means that one side of the arrangement appears to have more weight than the
other. The lines extending away from the focal point are of different lengths. When the focal point is
positioned in the center, it gives the impression that both sides of the arrangement are in equilibrium.
The lines radiating from the focal point are the same length. Asymmetrical arrangements tend to
look natural while symmetrical arrangements look formal.

THE COOKING TECHNIQUES
The cooking technique is vital to great presentation, because no matter how artful the display, the
way the food tastes is the most important element. In addition to assuring that foods are flavorful
and at the right temperature, the process of cooking gives the chef a chance to enhance the food in
other significant ways.
“Visual flavor” is an important concept. Some techniques deepen or darken the food’s exterior;
grilling, roasting, and smoking are a few examples. With these cooking methods, it is relevant for
guests to be able to see the seasonings used on the food, i.e. specks of seasonings and herbs or the
shine of oil from a dressing. Other techniques introduce new elements, such as coatings or wrappers;
pan frying and deep frying are two such techniques. For an interesting selection, you should
introduce a number of different techniques for a variety of flavors, colors, and textures throughout
your menu.

PRIORITIES IN FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICE
Taste. The single most important goal when presenting food is to make it taste good.
Taste is affected by proper seasoning, the execution of basic fundamental techniques,
consistency (viscosity) and the freshness and quality of the product.
Presentation. The appearance of food comes second only to taste. Portion size, food
placement or arrangement, composition and the execution of basic fundamental
techniques can impact presentation.

Proper Cooking/Degree of Doneness.
 Red meats – cooked to order
 White meats – fully cooked but still juicy
 Braised and stewed items – fully cooked and tender
 Vegetables – vibrant
 Starches – proper consistency/texture
Temperature. Presenting food at its proper temperature is imperative. Hot foods should
be served on heated plates, while cold foods should be served on chilled plates.

“

